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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany - Col. Christopher Danbeck greet-
ed Sebastian A. Camacho with a "It's better in Bavaria." He is 
the new Command Sergeant Major (CSM) of the US Army Gar-
rison Bavaria on Grafenwoehr Training Area.

Only a small number of German and American guests were able 
to be on site due to current Corona restrictions. The mayors 
of the neighboring communities, Edgar Knobloch for Grafen-
woehr, 3rd Mayor reinhold Wildenauer from Weiden, Deputy 
County Commissioner  Margit Kirzinger from Neustadt an der 
Waldnaab County, Lt. Col. Florian rommel for the Bundeswehr 
and some representatives from other authorities were wel-
comed. The 7th US Army Training Command was represented 
by the new Brig. Gen. Joseph E. Hilbert and Command Sgt. 
Major Mark Morgan, and Director Tommy r. Mize participated 
for Installation Management Command-Europe. After the prayer 
of the military chaplain and the playing of the national anthems, 
Camacho assumed responsibility with the handover of the gar-
rison flag.

Command Sgt. Major Camacho is the senior non-commissioned 
officer in the US Army Garrison. He is considered the closest 
and most important employee of the garrison commander and 
advises him on all matters relating to the military base.

The highly decorated new command sergeant major, who de-
scended from Saipan, the largest island in the Northern Mari-
ana Islands in the western Pacific, was most recently stationed 
with the field artillery regiment in Fort Hood, Texas. In addition 
to many other assignments in the USA, he was also deployed to 
Iraq three times. It is Camacho's first assignment in Germany, 
he is accompanied by his wife Viviana and his children.

Garrison commander, Col. Christopher Danbeck welcomed 
the new command sergeant major to the "best US garrison 
in Europe." He thanked all guests for the great support, es-
pecially during the corona pandemic. Camacho thanked him 
for the warm welcome and is looking forward to good future 
cooperation. 

US Army Garrison Bavaria is the largest US Army garrison 
outside the USA and is responsible for administration and in-
frastructure measures for the US military installations Grafen-
woehr, Vilseck, Hohenfels and Garmisch. More than 40,000 
people, including around 15,000 US soldiers, live and work on 
the sites of the garrison.
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| by Gerald Morgenstern

Command Sergeant 
major Camacho 

takes over

Command Sgt. Major Sebastian A. Ca-
macho (second from right) is the new 
highest-ranking sergeant in the US 
Army Garrison Bavaria. Col. Christo-
pher Danbeck (right) handed over re-
sponsibility to him in the presence of 
civil and military guests.
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany - August 18, 1971 was a Wednes-
day on which the lives of 37 US soldiers ended abruptly and 
that of their families changed forever. A Chinook helicopter 
tragically crashed along with its occupants on Fischelhöhe hill 
near Pegnitz. Investigations by the US military have identified 
material fatigue on the rear rotor as the cause. As a result, a 
rotor blade had torn off and caused the helicopter to spin.

This year marks the 50th anniversary of this fateful day. If the 
event has been forgotten over the years, Germans and Ameri-
cans now want to remember it. A big commemoration ceremo-
ny was held on  August 18 in Pegnitz with representatives from 
politics and the military. A family of one of the deceased also 
participated.

Pegnitz city archivist Andreas Bayerlein has collected pho-
tos, newspaper reports and letters about the accident. He has 
now dedicated them to the exhibition "Forever in our thoughts" 
which was first shown in Grafenwoehr. Now, it is on display at 
the Pegnitz community center.

"The relationship between Germans and Americans consists 
of many positive stories - but this sad one is also part of it," 
Grafenwoehr's Mayor Edgar Knobloch explained at the ex-
hibition opening. His thanks went to his Pegnitz counterpart 
Wolfgang Nierhoff for holding the opening of the exhibition in 
Grafenwoehr. He wants to bring the exhibition closer to schools. 
He knows the emotions are still there with the bereaved.

Pegnitz city archivist approached the collection of the memori-
als with a great deal of research and passion. He reports the 
difficulties encountered in contacting families and authorities 
and in getting information. He recalls several individual fates: 
Dennis Angelo Ferraro was part of a helicopter crew in 1969 
and 1979 during the Vietnam War in over 100 combat and res-
cue missions. His family breathed a sigh of relief when he was 
supposed to end his term of service in supposed security in 
Germany - fate meant it differently.

roger Madison Hartman married Beth on August 31, 1970. 
Both had their birthdays that day - roger turned 20 and Beth 
turned 18. A year later, instead of celebrating their first wedding 
anniversary and their joint birthdays, the funeral took place and 
Beth had to carry her husband to the grave.

Arthur robert Kearney Jr. was the oldest of ten siblings. His 
parents and nine siblings with their families still commemorate 
the event 50 years ago. Samuel M. Cherry was the son of com-
pany founder Walter Lorain Cherry. In memory of his son, he 
wanted to stay in touch with the region and set up a plant near 
Pegnitz that was ultimately built in Auerbach.

Col. Daniel Miller is the commander of the 41st US Field Artil-
lery Brigade. It touched him that the German friends still pay 
tribute to the dead 50 years after the accident. For him it is a 
sign of the strong partnership between the nations. He finds it 
particularly important that the exhibition commemorates the life 
and not just the death of the 37 US soldiers.

The exhibition can be seen at the Pegnitz community center 
until Oct. 17.
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| by Stefan Neidl

Friends in good times and in bad times: Grafenwoehr‘s Mayor Edgar Knobloch 
commemorates the friendship between Germans and Americans.

Sam Cherry was one of the victims on Aug. 18, 1971. In his memory, his family 
later built a plant near the accident site near Auerbach.

Forever in our thoughts: Commemoration  
of the helicopter crash 50 years ago

The exhibition "Forever 
in our thought" com-
memorated the lives 
and death of the 37 US 
soldiers killed in the 
crash.
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany - The US Army is investing around 
50 million US dollars in a vehicle maintenance shop. With the 
groundbreaking, the construction of the new maintenance fa-
cility for the rotating troops of the US Army officially began on 
Grafenwoehr Training Area.

The goal of the US Army Garrison Bavaria is to give the rotating 
US troops adequate space in new, modern facilities and, ulti-

mately, in new camps for their nine-month stay in Europe. Gar-
rison commander, Col. Christopher Danbeck emphasized this 
during his welcome remarks and was pleased to welcome the 
representatives of the American and German planning agenci-
es and authorities, construction companies and architectural 
offices as well as Grafenwoehr Mayor Edgar Knobloch. Dan-
beck thanked them for the fantastic teamwork, he hoped for 
an accident-free construction period. In order to visualize the 
future users, a US “Hummer” military vehicle had already been 
parked between the construction machines.

In May 2015, the State Construction Office Amberg-Sulzbach 
received the order for the new construction of the Vehicle Main-
tenance Shop (VMS), explained roman Beer, head of the state 
construction office. The VMS is improving the military infra-
structure here at the Grafenwoehr military training area with the 
goal of increasing the storage and maintenance capacities for 
military equipment. "In the future, the material for the exercise 
in Grafenwoehr will be made available in order to significant-
ly reduce the transport of troops outside the exercise area," 
said Beer. The architectural office Omlor-Weigert in regens-
burg completed the planning together with all the necessary 
specialist disciplines. As with the planning team, the executing 
companies can rely on efficient and experienced partners in 
the region. Beer pointed out that this was achieved with the 
Mickan bidding consortium and the STrABAG company. He 
also praised the federal forest on this property, which provided 
active support in questions of environmental and nature con-
servation law.

Peter Barth, the regional program manager of the US Army 
Corps of Engineers Europe Division, thanked for the respectful 
cooperation and announced further projects worth millions, the 
budget planning for which has already started. Barth asked 
for applause for the planners, regional project managers and 
workers.

In a statement, Mayor Edgar Knobloch assessed the start of 
construction as very encouraging for Grafenwoehr. “It's not just 
talk, there is action and investment. Grafenwoehr is the best 
military training area in Europe. The construction measures se-
cure the location and thus also jobs,” says Knobloch.

Around 100,000 cubic meters of earth will be 
moved over the next 6 to 7 weeks for clearing 
and securing the building site.

groundbreaking ceremony for 
huge uS construction project
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Together with Dr. Michael Schäfer, Deputy Chief of Staff, 7th 
US Army Training Command, the managing director of Mickan 
Amberg, Günther Hofbeck, Col. Christopher Danbeck, roman 
Beer and Peter Barth picked up the spade to officially throw up 
the first soil.

In the background, heavy equipment and trucks were working 
on clearing and securing the ground. Around 100,000 cubic 
meters of earth will be moved over the next 6 to 7 weeks, says 
foreman ronald Lubokowski.

DATA of ThE NEw VEhICLE MAINTENANCE CENTER
The new maintenance facility for rotating troops of the US Army 
at Grafenwoehr Training Area consists of

1. Workshop building with maintenance halls, ancillary work-
shop and administration rooms 
•  Single-story building in the area of the maintenance  
 halls and two-story in the area of ancillary workshop  
 rooms and administration wing with spare parts storage,  
 machine shop, changing room 
• and washrooms as well as toilets, offices, training rooms  
 and recreation rooms. 
• Area: 3269.46 m² 

2. Storage building with administrative annex 
•  Single-story building for the storage of equipment and  
 related 

• administration annex (offices, meeting rooms, toilets and  
 technical rooms. 
•  Area: 5427.46 m² 

3. Covered warehouse with vehicle hangars and a refueling 
canopy  
•  Area: 6255.72 m² 
•  The vehicle storage halls are buildings that are open on  
 both sides. The refueling canopy is open on all sides. 

4. A container (12 square meters) will be set up for fuel, lub-
ricants, hazardous materials and hazardous waste storage. 

5. Outdoor facilities with open spaces and parking lots have 
a total area of 6.1 hectares. 
 
•  Total cost: $ 50 million. 
•  Start of construction: June 2021 
•  End of construction: August 2023 
•  Construction company: Mickan Generalbaugesellschaft  
 Amberg mbH & Co. KG 
• Project management: State Building Authority Amberg- 
 Sulzbach; US Army Corps of 
 Engineers Europe Division, Grafenwoehr resident Office; 
 USAG Bavaria, DPW (US construction management)

In order to visualize the future users, 
a US Hummer military vehicle had 
already been parked between the 
construction machines.

Dr. Michael Schäfer, Deputy Chief of Staff, 7th Army Training 
Command, Günther Hofbeck, managing director of Mickan 
Amberg, Col. Christopher Danbeck, roman Beer and Peter 

Barth picked up the spade to officially throw up the first soil.
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany - "Music connects" is an old saying 
that the city of Grafenwoehr has taken as a model. Looking for 
a suitable gift for the 10th anniversary of the partnership with 
the US Army Garrison Bavaria, cultural manager Birgit Ploessner 
suggested a dedicated piece of music.

Music genre, style, line-up, occasions and motifs were deter-
mined. It was supposed to be a march for brass ensembles that 
would mark the decades-long friendship between the city of 
Grafenwoehr and the US Army in music. The challenge was that 
the piece could be played on a wide variety of occasions by 
the professionals of the USArEUr band with its symphonic line-
up as well as by local brass bands with amateurs and smaller 
line-ups. Furthermore, two styles of music - Bavarian and Ameri-
can - should be combined. Only one man could be considered 
for such an unusual assignment: Franz Gerstein from Munich. 
The freelance composer, formerly a military musician himself, is 
known in the brass music scene for his refined and subtle work 
and was able to complete the difficult assignment last summer 
within a few days.

Culture manager Ploessner, herself a musician, worked on the 
composition with Gerstbrein and also met with him in Munich. 
The result can be seen and heard. The handwritten sheet of mu-
sic went on to the Edition ringer publishing house, who set the 
piece and the individual parts ready for printing. 

Finding a name, however, took time and by chance six months lat-
er the title “Through all times” was found. The name is intended to 
be a reminder of the local friendship since 1945, which remained 
unaffected by political ups and downs. Furthermore, the dedica-
tion “Dedicated to the US Army Garrison Bavaria by the City of 

PartnerShiP anniverSarY:  
a marCh aS a FriendShiP giFt

through all times

Grafenwoehr” is printed on the music. The cover is decorated 
with a picture of the water tower, in front of which the German and 
American flags are waving. The partnership with the Garrison was 
only officially sealed in 2011 for the city's anniversary, but the city  
has been friends with the Americans at the military training area 
for decades.

Various musical quotes and styles have been incorporated into 
the concert march, which only briefly flash a bar and in some 
cases are not really perceptible, but instead blend in elegantly 
with the overall composition. For example, the “German National 
Anthem” is followed by “Stars & Stripes” by John Philip Sousa, 
or the “Bavaria Anthem” is played at the same time as “In the 
Mood” by Glenn Miller. Other fragments are "Somewhere over 
the rainbow" and the "Bavarian Defiliermarsch" as well as the 
"European anthem."

“through all times” – the name is 
intended to be a reminder of the 

local friendship since 1945, which 
remained unaffected by political 

ups and downs. 
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Sample: Melody part, 1st Fluegelhorn

Coat of arms of the 
town of Grafenwoehr 
with the illustrated landmark 
of the town, the water tower.
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But what would a piece of music be as a gift that only exists on 
music paper? Since a surprise fell prey  at short notice due to 
the Corona pandemic, cultural manager Ploessner unceremoni-
ously organized her colleagues from the Dießfurt music band for 
a world premiere of the march. After the long Corona break and 
due to the short time, this was a challenge for the band, which the 
Dießfurt with conductor Werner Schreml mastered brilliantly. And 
so the surprise was perfect. 

After Mayor Knobloch presented the musical score to garrison 
commander Col. Christopher r. Danbeck in the museum court-
yard, he asked the guests to go to the city park, where the Dieß-
furt band was already playing the first notes of the new German-
American friendship march.
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Mayor Knobloch wants the march to be played often in the future 
as a sign of German-American friendship. The city is happy to 
make the sheet music available to all brass bands around the 
military training area. The concert march will also sound at the 
USArEUr Band's Christmas concert. A video of the premiere is 
to be published on the website of the city of Grafenwoehr.

Finally, the new Grafenwoehr composition and the handwritten 
sheet of music will find a place in the city archive and be kept 
there as an expression of the friendship with the American sol-
diers for and "through all times.”
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany - In 2011 a partnership between 
the garrison and the city was formally put  on paper. In an 
anniversary ceremony, Germans and Americans celebrate a 
friendship that has lasted for decades.

"We have been partners on paper for ten years, but have been 
friends since 1945," explains Col.  Christopher Danbeck, Com-
mander of US Army Garrison Bavaria in the courtyard of the 
Culture and Military Museum. In 2011, a formal partnership was 
agreed upon between the then mayor Helmut Waechter and the 
then garrison commander Col. Avanulas Smiley. For the ten-
year anniversary, high-ranking officers of the US Army, mayors, 
former and current city councilors met for a ceremony.

For Danbeck, this friendship affects generations of soldiers, 
their families and civilians: "Grafenwoehr has become a home 
away from home," he says. Many Americans come to the mili-
tary town several times in their careers or privately. He himself 
has been in Grafenwoehr for the first time since July 2020 and 
is looking forward to what will hopefully soon be a normal time 
to personally experience the German-American folk festival, the 
fishermen's festival with the Sautrog race and the many other 
well-known events.

Deputy County Commissioner Albert Nickl has worked in Gra-
fenwöhr for more than 30 years: "You can feel the openness 
towards the Americans." Friendship is lived here and he hopes 
that in some form it is also a signal of peace to the world.

For Mayor Edgar Knobloch, one of the reasons for the good 
relationship is the integration of the military training area in the 
city: "The gates to the installation are in the middle of town. 
You leave post and you are immediately in Grafenwoehr. I don't 
know any other place like that." Both sides are also striving to 
continuously improve their relationships: the ban on off-post 
uniform wear was lifted as a pilot project in Bavaria, and the 
traffic circle at gate 6 was planned and built together.

Knobloch still had a few surprises in store for his American 
friends: In 2019, cultural manager Birgit Ploessner worked on 
the concert march "Through all times - Through all times" with 
composer Franz Gerstbein and only waited for an opportuni-
ty to present it. This is to be played by both the USArEUr 
band and local brass bands at future events. At the anniversary 
event, the Dießfurt band played it publicly for the first time.

Additionally, both the German and the garrison fire brigade dro-
ve up in an emergency vehicle. Both vehicles are named after 
the mayor and commander's wives Gabriele and Kristen res-
pectively. As a small preview of the Oberpfalz region festivities, 
the Hammerschloss-Musi also played, including schnapps for 
the guests of honor, and the Schenkelzinterer gave a taste of 
their dance skills. Danbeck had not come without a return gift. 
The garrison had put together a video from the past ten years 
that he presented to the city.

Friendship since 1945:  
10 years of partnership
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Col. Christopher Danbeck 
(left) gets to enjoy a schnaps 
with Mayor Edgar Knobloch 
(right) and the "Hammer-
schloss-Musi" musicians.

Mayor Edgar Knobloch, Col. Christopher Danbeck and Command 
Sgt. Major Sebastian CAMACHO (from right) celebrate the longstan-
ding friendship between Germans and Americans in Grafenwoehr 
at the ceremony marking the tenth anniversary of the partnership.

Col. Christopher Danbeck (left) and Mayor Edgar Knobloch (right) 
with their spouses Kristen (second from left) and Gabriele (to the 
right of her), who are the name patrons of the fire engines.
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City Center Turm C
92637 Weiden 
Phone (09 61) 612 20

www.immobilien-sparrer.com
info@immobilien-sparrer.com
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany — Seven fire fighters employed with 
U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria provided volunteer support and hu-
manitarian aid to the city of Altenahr, from July 24 to 28. The 
rheinland-Pfalz area experienced catastrophic flooding in July, 
which resulted in village-wide property damages and citizen 
death.

When rheinland-Pfalz leadership reached out for emergency 
assistance, Bavarian State fire departments found the right 
volunteers and received employer approval to discharge them 
from their regular work. The employer would later receive reim-
bursed from the State of Bavaria.

“This was a quick decision,” said Tobias Zwicker, assistant fire 
chief of USAG Bavaria. “We called Col. Christopher Danbeck, 
the USAG Bavaria Garrison Commander, for his approval and 
got a thumb up right away, if we could also ensure the safety of 
the USAG Bavaria footprint.”

To accommodate the work load on-post work schedules were 
changed and co-workers, who were supposed to be off, jumped 
in to fill the gap. According to Zwicker, the willingness to help 
out was extremely high.

With schedules rearran-
ged at USAG Bavaria, 
seven garrison fire figh-
ters joined the rescue 
efforts. The garrison fire 
department also provi-
ded some equipment for 
the mission.

In addition to USAG Ba-
varia fire fighter duties, 
three volunteer with the 
Grafenwoehr Fire De-
partment, three with the 
Eschenbach Fire De-
partment, and one with 
the Kirchenthumbach 
Fire Department. 

Alex richter was one of 
the fire fighters on the 
mission. Currently, he is 
the station chief of the 

USAG Bavaria Airfield Fire Station and the commandant of the 
off-post volunteer Grafenwoehr Fire Station. He began his care-
er 30 years ago at 16-years-old, while volunteering for the local 
fire department. Now, he has over 20 years experience as a fire 
fighter with the U.S. Army.

“This was the toughest mission I’ve ever had in my life as a fire 
fighter,” said richter.

Due to the flooding, citizens of Altenahr and the surrounding 
county suffered greatly. Approximately 42,000 people of a 
56,000 population are affected. There are now 17,000 homeless 
people, because the flooding washed away 467 buildings and 
over 3,000 buildings are damaged. Furthermore, 766 people 
were injured, over 140 people died and some are still not iden-
tified.

During the support mission, richter said that tasks were very 
versatile. Mud disposal, drinking water provision, building a 
fence around a cemetery, investigation tasks and a traffic acci-
dent were just some of the duties.

“You always have to expect dead bodies at work, but thank God 
our team didn’t,” said richter.

The seven garrison fire fighters joined the Oberpfalz team, which 
consisted of nearly 100 fire fighters and 20 vehicles from 15 sta-
tions. These volunteer fire fighters — all with intensive training 
— were a big advantage for the rescue mission overall, as official 
first responders and volunteers worked hand-in-hand together.

7 USAG BAvAriA  
fire fiGhterS ASSiSt  
GermAn floodinG  
recovery miSSion

Fire fighters from the Oberpfalz team, including seven assigned to U.S. 
Army Garrison Bavaria Fire Station, gather for a mission briefing for the 
Altenahr cleanup, during the last week of July 2021. 

From left to right, U.S. Army Garrison 
Bavaria fire fighters Alex richter, Ma-
nuel Stümpfl and rene Kneißll rest af-
ter an eventful mission day at Altenahr, 
during the last week of July 2021.
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| by Andreas Kreuzer

GrAFENWOEHr, Germany 
— U.S. Army Garrison Bava-
ria professional Marlon S. 
Laidley was recognized for 
his excellent service to the 
military community twice in 
one day. On July 15, 2021, 
he was awarded both the 
Frederick E. Vollrath award 
and the Adjutant General’s 
Corps Civilian of the Year.

Laidley is a human resour-
ces assistant in the USAG 
Bavaria Military Personnel 
Division at Tower Barracks. 
He and his team process 
up to 3,000 passports per 
week and work numerous 
hours of overtime.

During an All Hands mee-
ting with the USAG Bavaria 
workforce, garrison com-
mander Col. Christopher 
Danbeck awarded Laidley 
with the Frederick E. Voll-
rath award.

“This is great,” said Dan-
beck. “By the size of this 
award you can see how important it is. Congratulations, we are 
so amazingly proud of you!”

This award is named after retired Lt. Gen. Frederick E. Vollrath. 
He served as the Deputy Chief of Staff G-1 Personnel of the 
United States Army. He spent his career in the human resour-
ces field from 1962 to 1998.

“If you have a family member crying in your office because of 
an emergency and the need to go to the U.S., you can’t go 
home,” said Laidley. “You stay until 7 or 8 p.m. to help them.”

Later that day Laidley received the Adjutant General’s Corps 
Civilian of the Year award for his outstanding work and leader-
ship, during a Department of Human resource presentation. 
Two major civilian awards were received in the same day.

“Mr. Laidley is a truly valued member of the team, and he has 
long been deserving of this recognition,” said robert reed, 

uSag Bavaria professional honored 
with 2 major civilian awards

director of USAG Bavaria Human resource. “He is beloved by 
his customers and his coworkers, and goes out of his way to 
take care of everyone that needs assistance — even if they 
need help from a section other than his own. The garrison is 
lucky to have him.” 

“By the size of this award  
you can see how important it is. 

Congratulations, we are so  
amazingly proud of you!”

(Commander Col. Christopher danbeck) 
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From left to right stand USAG Bavaria Commander Col. Christopher Danbeck, garrison human resources assistant Marlon 
S. Laidley and Command Sgt. Maj. Sebastian Camacho, July 15, 2021. Laidley was awarded the Frederick E. Vollrath award 
at an All Hands workforce meeting.
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| by Andrea Griesser

GArMISCH, Germany — The Garmisch Maintenance and 
POV Inspection facility was turned over to the 405th Army 
Field Support Brigade with an official ceremony, on Aug. 
10. Together, U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria leadership, staff 
and contractors gathered outside the facility to witness the 
ribbon cutting.

During the ceremony, USAG Bavaria Commander Col. Chris-
topher Danbeck, Command Sgt. Maj. Sebastian Camacho 
and Garmisch Garrison Manager Laura Hemming turned 
over the symbolic facility key to Ernst Jacobi, POV inspector 
of 405th AFSB.

For decades, the Edelweiss Lodge & resort used the facili-
ty as their Transportation Motor Pool. After it was returned, 
the building underwent extensive renovations over the last 
12 months. Approximately 1.3 million euro was invested to 
remodel the building and restructure the layout for a con-
temporary POV Inspection Point for the greater Garmisch 
community.

“The renovation of the facility is 1-of-3 projects of that kind 
— besides Wiesbaden and Stuttgart — and the first one to be 
finished,” said Juergen Nisi, maintenance manager of 405th 
AFSB. “We are glad to announce that we can start to offer 
service here shortly.”

Currently, Garmisch offers POV Inspection and Base Sup-
port Operations Maintenance in a much smaller, outdated 
facility that was previously used by the German Bundeswehr.

The official opening is less than three weeks away, and will 
be announced shortly.

garmisch Pov inspection moving  
to renovated facility
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Garmisch Garrison Manager Laura Hemming, U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria Com-
mander Col. Christopher Danbeck and Command Sgt. Maj. Sebastian Camacho 
turned over the symbolic facility key to Ernst Jacobi, 405th Army Field Support 
Brigade POV Inspector, Aug. 10, 2021.

From left to right, Garmisch Garrison Manager Laura Hemming, 405th Army 
Field Support Brigade Maintenance Manager Juergen Nisi, U.S. Army Garrison 
Bavaria Commander Col. Christopher Danbeck and Command Sgt. Maj. Sebas-
tian Camacho cut the red ribbon in front of the renovated facility in Garmisch, 
on Aug. 10, 2021.

• Paint and paint mixing service
• Tools and machine tools
• Hardware, electrical installation supplies and lighting
• Plants for the veranda, balcony and garden
• Decorative items for home and garden, 

Bavarian souvenirs and gifts 
• Household items, household electrical appliances, dishes
• Children‘s articles / toys
• Locksmith service
• Delivery and assembly service
• Gas delivery point
• Hermes Parcel Service acceptance 

and delivery station
• Winter season: Salt, snow plows, bird seeds, 

fi replaces and pellet stoves, fi rewood, coal, pellets
• Summer season: Garden tools, fences, garden 

furniture, grills and accessories, charcoal

When presenting 
this voucher at 
the counter, 
you will get a 

10%
 discount

on an article
of your choice.

Closer to you, more for you!
Vilseck | Industriestraße 7 | Phone 09662-9820
Mail: werkmarkt@einhaeupl.deTa
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AMBErG, Germany — On July 22, 2021, 3rd Squadron, 2nd Ca-
valry regiment Commander Lt. Col. Mark Bush and Command 
Sgt. Maj. Christopher Carbone attended the groundbreaking ce-
remony of the Kennedy Sued II housing area and the induction 
of the new nearby traffic circle in Amberg. The event was hosted 
by Amberg Lord Mayor Michael Cerny.

Both locations are next to the former Pond Barracks, which ser-
ved as home to the 3rd Squadron, 2nd Armored Cavalry regi-
ment during the Cold War era from 1950 to 1992. By 1995 the 
last of the American military community left Amberg, but some of 
their facilities were incorporated into the Amberg community — 
such as parts of the old housing area, the church and a school. 
The regiment returned to Germany in 2006, where they are cur-
rently stationed in rose Barracks, Vilseck.

The event began with the induction of the new traffic circle at 
the crossroad of Haager Weg, Gailoher Haupstrasse and Von-
Scheffel-Strasse in Amberg. To commemorate the history of the 
area, the traffic circle was dedicated to everlasting German-Ame-
rican friendship.

“The presence of our American friends today shows us that even 
after such a long time the connectivity between the two parties is 
still strong as ever,” Cerny stated during opening remarks.

The traffic circle cost the city 950 thousand euros, and it relieves 
traffic on Kennedystrasse as an alternative traffic-light-free route 
leading from the housing area towards downtown. It has a 30m 
range, and the crosswalks are equipped with tactile guidance 
systems for the blind and visually impaired. Additionally, its heart 
showcases a sculpture by artists Hannah regina Uber and ro-
bert Diem.

The title of the sculpture is “Connected.” According to the ar-
tists, a net of wires symbolize the network that was established 
between the people of the different communities — as a whole 
bringing great stability and everlasting German-American friend-
ship. Uber stated that she experienced many family bonds form 
between the two nations. Some of her friends even met their 
significant others in the former Pond Barrack.

The ceremony continued with the groundbreaking of the new 
Kennedy Sued II housing area. Future plans for the housing area 
include 28 building lots, where the Pond barracks used to be. “It 
is great to see that our former home is filled with life again and 
people living there,” Bush said.

According to Cerny, future building plans include available living 
space for all social classes. For instance, smaller areas will be 
reserved for tiny house projects. The construction plan also in-
corporates a women’s shelter, where the old military car wash 
used to be. The city of Amberg invested 2.1 million euros into the 
infrastructure of the project.

Cerny emphasized, “Americans still choose Amberg as their re-
sidence to life during their stay in Germany, because they che-
rish Amberg as the beautiful city that it is.” Bush added similar 
sentiments as he said, “The city of Amberg always was, and still 
is, a great place for us Americans. Our Soldiers and families 
love Amberg, its great history and culture, the restaurants and 
shopping opportunities, and especially the people.”

To conclude the event, the community leaders went to the Alte 
Kaserne, or “Old Barracks” — formerly part of the Pond Bar-
racks, the facility is now a traditional German restaurant. During 
lunch, the group reminisced about the past. Cerny still remem-
bers rattling drinking glasses from tanks roaming the roads, the 
singing of the Soldiers in the morning and the German-American 
Volksfest with delight from when he was younger and living in 
the area. Both parties say they look forward to the future, and 
Bush especially looks towards positive prospective projects and 
further relationship building between his unit and Amberg.

GERMAN-AMERICAN TIES 
fLouRISh wITh AMbERG 
CoNSTRuCTIoN  
PRojECTS

| by Natalie Simmel
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Starting third from right: Command Sgt. Maj. Christopher Carbone and Com-
mander Lt. Col. Mark Bush, both with 3rd Squadron, 2nd Cavalry regiment, 
break ground alongside Amberg Lord Mayor Michael Cerny, Amberg city coun-
cil members and housing project architects at the new housing area ground-
breaking ceremony, July 22, 2021. The construction site is at the former Pond 
Barracks location.

At the crossroad of 
Haager Weg, Gailo-
her Haupstrasse and 
Von-Scheffel-Stras-
se, a new traffic cir-
cle was revealed on 
July 22, 2021. Show-
cased is a sculpture 
titled, “Connected,” 
by artists Hannah 
regina Uber and ro-
bert Diem.
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany – During a routine inspection of the 
Forest House in June, U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria Environmen-
tal Division staff member Stefan Haertl overheard a nearby pe-
regrine falcon cry and observed an adult bird enter the historic 
Grafenwoehr Water Tower. Upon further investigation personnel 
from the Environmental Division were “pleasantly surprised” to 
find a pair of falcons, and their nestling, occupying the location.

The Water Tower was previously a known kestrel nesting site, 
so discovering the peregrine falcons was quite unexpected.

This pair represents the second breeding pair of peregrine fal-
cons observed within GTA, and the first observed falcon nest 
within the Water Tower. This species of bird pairs for life and 
typically returns to previous nesting locations. Now that this 
pair are established with in the Water Tower, the Environmental 
Division may be able to expect their return next year.

Populations of peregrine falcons could help manage nuisance 
bird species across the Training Area. Known as the fastest 
bird in the world, peregrine falcons can reach speeds of up 
to 320 kph during a hunting dive, or stoop. These spectacular 
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| by Megan McKnight, USAG Bavarian Environmental Division

dives may be observed over the Tower Barracks Parade Field 
as the falcons hunt pigeons and other birds.

As of mid-June, the nestling has fledged – left the nesting site 
in the Water Tower – but it can still be observed flying around 
the Parade Field with its parents learning to hunt and begging 
for food.

Peregrine falcons were once widely distributed across the 
world, and in the 1950s there were an estimated 900 breeding 
pairs throughout Germany. By the early 1980s the population 
declined dramatically, due to widespread use of pesticides like 
DDT, environmental toxins like PCB and nest robberies for ille-
gal trade and falconry. During this time, populations in northern 
and eastern Germany were extirpated and only 60 breeding 
pairs remained within Bavaria and Baden Wuerttemberg.

Today, due to environmental regulations that restrict the use of 
certain chemicals and toxins as well the conservation efforts of 
many, there are between 210 to 230 breeding pairs in Bavaria.

A young peregrine falcon within nesting site  
in Grafenwoehr Water Tower, June 2021.

  PEREGRINE fALCoN NEST  
fouND wIThIN GRAfENwoEhR  
  TRAINING AREA’S  
hISToRIC LANDMARK

An adult peregrine falcon perched in window of 
Grafenwoehr Water Tower, June 2021.
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hISToRy of 
ThE TRAINING 

AREA  

“Grafenwoehr Training 
Area, Yesterday - Today” 
is the title of the bi-lingual 
book written by reserve 
Sgt. Major Gerald Mor-
genstern. A new edition 
was released in December 2018. On 288 pages with more 
than 800 photos, it does not only tell the history of the 
training area since 1910 but also covers the development 
of the training area in recent years. The book also includes 
greetings by US Army commanders and the development 
of Hohenfels Training Area. In a detailed chapter, the histo-
ry of aviation and the airfield in Grafenwoehr is portrayed. 
“Grafenwoehr Training Area, Yesterday - Today” is available 
in bookstores and at various sales locations on and off 
post. For more information, visit us on Facebook at “Gra-
fenwoehr Training-Area Book,” or by sending an e-mail to 
morgenstern.gerald@t-online.de. The book may also be 
ordered online.

| by Gerald Morgenstern

GrAFENWOEHr, 
Germany - Aviati-
on started at the 

Grafenwoehr Training Area 
even before World War I. In 
June 1912, a large exercise 
in conjunction with airships 
took place on the military 
training area. The aeronauts, 
with their rigid or semi-rigid 
aircraft and tethered bal-
loons, were used as obser-
vers of the artillery. The huge 
airships in the sky above the 
installation became a daily 
occurrence, numerous aerial 
photos of the barracks were 
photographed with their help.

hAMMERGMuEND AIRfIELD
In 1913, two biplane aircraft were stationed in their own aircraft 
shed for the first time near Hammergmuend, where the airfield is 
still located today. The outbreak of World War I forced aviation. 
When the USA entered the war in 1917, Germany also had to 
expand its flying capacities. In 1917 the decision was made to 

upgrade the Hammergmuend air base to a provisional artillery 
aviation station. As early as 1918 it was expanded into an artille-
ry observer school.

After World War I, Germany was banned from military aviation 
and all installations were demolished. It was not until the 1930s 
that the airfield was used again. The airfield was expanded du-
ring the time of the Wehrmacht. With the construction of the sou-
thern camp in Vilseck, a runway was also built near Heringnohe. 
At times the Messerschmitt company had its own branch there.

uS AIRfIELD
The Grafenwoehr airfield has been under the administration of 
American troops since 1945. It was also modernized under their 
direction. During the last major renovation, the tower was relo-
cated, a larger forecourt was created, environmental renovations 
were carried out, the runway is currently being renewed. The 
Grafenwoehr airfield is suitable for visual and instrument flight 
and is therefore fully suitable for night flight. The military airfield 
is equipped with the most modern technical equipment. An air-
field fire brigade is ready for emergencies. The airfield has been 
operated accident-free for decades. The ambulance helicopters 
of the DUSTOFF troops are constantly stationed on the airfield.

hERCuLES AND PARAChuTISTS
Propeller-driven aircraft up to the size of the US military trans-
port aircraft C-130 Hercules can land and take off on the appro-
ximately 1,200-meter-long runway. The use of jet aircraft is only 
possible and intended for Lear Jets. The runway is too short for 
fighter jets. A Starfighter that crashed in the 1960s had to be 
transported away again by low loader.
be transported again.

Hercules aircraft and Chinook helicopters landing and taking 
off in Grafenwoehr pick up parachutists from the Sky Soldiers 
stationed here. For their training, they use the approximately 
three square kilometers large drop zone west of Huetten or open 
space outside the training area. 

hELICoPTERS, DRoNES AND jETS
Helicopters are becoming more and more important in military 
operations. A field airfield has been set up for them near the 
airfield. Large shooting ranges have marked landing areas. Apa-
che attack helicopters use the ranges for training and target 
practice.

Unmanned aerial vehicles are just as often used for reconnais-
sance purposes, and training with these drones is now standard. 
A separate runway was built for the drones at the Vilseck south 
camp. Training and deployment time is also given to the air force 
in Grafenwoehr. The impact area then serves as a target area for 
fighter jets from various nations.

| by Gerald Morgenstern

From tethered BalloonS  
and BiPlaneS to  

heliCoPterS and jetS
History of tHe airfield and aviation in GrafenwoeHr

Biplane on the hammergmuend  

airfield, today's uS airfield.
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(djd). The stress level in our society is constantly increasing. The 
corona pandemic has exacerbated this trend because  to the 
common stress factors such as professional double workload 
and constant digital availability, others have been added. As a 
Forsa survey on behalf of Techniker Health Insurance showed 
in May 2020, every second person often or sometimes feels 
stressed by Corona. Experts assume that this proportion could 
now be even higher - especially in families. Spatial tightness 
in the home office, problems with homeschooling, fear of job 

loss and financial worries make everyday life an ordeal. 
The constant state of stress can noticeably affect personal 
well-being. Psychosomatic and mental disorders as well 
as a variety of other health problems, for example gast-
rointestinal diseases, sleep disorders and painful tension 
in the shoulder and neck area can be the consequences.

RELAx NERVES AND REVITALIzE MuSCLES
In order to counteract the permanent tension, those affected 
should also think about their mineral requirements because not 
all micronutrients can be produced by the body itself. People 
under stress, for example, have an increased consumption of 
magnesium and B vitamins. The anti-stress mineral is indispen-
sable. It can regulate the release of stress hormones, relax mu-
scles and contribute to the healthy functioning of the nervous 
system. B vitamins provide additional support for nerve regene-
ration. In order to guarantee the supply, experts recommend the 
supplementary intake of a combination product from the phar-
macy. An EU patent has been granted for the manufacturing 
process of the layered tablets because the two-phase formula 
of the tablet layers with magnesium and B-vitamin complex was 
designed in such a way that the ingredients are made available 
both quickly and continuously with a time delay.

REGuLATE STIMuLuS TRANSMISSIoN
While magnesium and vitamins B2 and B12 are immediately ac-
tive, vitamins B1, B6 and long-term magnesium are released 
over several hours. With the help of this depot effect, nerves and 
muscles can be continuously supplied and the transmission of 
stimuli can be regulated. In addition to regular breaks, walks in 
nature, yoga and meditation, mindfulness training and progres-
sive muscle relaxation according to Jacobsen can be useful.

Relaxation  
can be so easy
The body needs more  
micronutrients when there is  
a high level of nervous stress
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If you want to work in a 

relaxed manner in your home 
office, you should support 

muscles and nerves.

This is what we stand for
Humanity, quality and being close to the patient
Reliability, competence and professionalism

Innovation and transparency of costs

Feel free to call us for a prompt appointment. For more detailed information visit our homepage.

This is what we do
• Prophylaxis and dental hygiene
• Dental dam technique
• Composite fillings
• Bleaching
• Implantology
• Veneers
• Root canal therapy with
surgical microscope

• Periodontal treatment
• Functional therapy
• Pediatric dentistry

8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Practice Opening Hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Bahnhofstraße 21
92690 Pressath
Tel.: 09644 - 8150 | Fax.: 09644 - 8190
info@zahnarzt-sparrer.de | www.zahnarzt-sparrer.de

Dr. Julius Sparrer
Praxis für Zahnheilkunde
TOPD – Tricare Oconus Preferred Dentist
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(djd). Millions of people are currently waiting for their turn to fi-
nally get the Covid-19 vaccination and thus be protected against 
the highly contagious disease. But as much as the liberating 
pricks are longed for - many people also feel uncomfortable or 
even afraid of the painful needle stick. According to international 
estimates, up to 38 percent of adults suffer from vaccination 
fear, a good fifth of them even from severe needle phobia. Those 
affected then have to overcome a great deal of effort to get the 
vaccination anyway. It is not uncommon for it to be avoided alto-
gether for fear of the injection and the pain it entails, and thus an 
unnecessary health risk is taken.

No MoRE fEAR of ThE SyRINGE
The cause of fear of vaccinations and needles often goes back 
to the childhood. Bad experiences with painful injections - most-
ly with routine vaccinations at toddler age - dig themselves deep 

into the memory and can negatively affect attitudes towards 
doctor visits  and vaccinations for a lifetime. The main cause 
of this is the pain associated with the injection. But for a long 
time little attention was paid to this in Germany. On the contra-
ry, it was often played down and dismissed as “little pricks.” 
However, pain is not even necessary at all with planned in-
jections and can be avoided with simple countermeasures, 
which are also recommended by the Standing Vaccination 
Commission (STIKO; develops vaccination recommendations 
for Germany). This includes, for example, the use of an active 
ingredient-containing Band-Aid. An active ingredient combi-
nation of lidocaine and prilocaine, which can be used with the 
Tapfi pain relief patch, has proven itself here. It is available 
from the pharmacy without a prescription, is well tolerated 
and is simply stuck on one hour before the injection. That 
way, the corona vaccination quickly loses its horror.
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Just a prick? Up 
to 38 percent of all 
adults suffer from 
fear of injections.

Dr. med. Rudolf Scharl · Dr. med. Dietrich Schreyer

Treatments & Services:

Opening Hours:
Monday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.

3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Tuesday: 8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Wednesday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.

3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Thursday: 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Friday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Address:
Marienstraße 9
92224 Amberg
Germany

Contact:
Phone: 0 96 21 / 1 27 51
Fax: 0 96 21 / 2 10 71
Mail: info@uro-team.de
Web: www.uro-team.de

Prostate Cancer Prevention
Vasectomy
Aging Male
Erectile Dysfunction
Sexual Dysfunction
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms

Urology, Andrology and Pediatric Urology
Dr. med. Michael Rogenhofer · Dr. med. Walter Vogl

TRICARE Europe

Marienstraße 6  92224 Amberg
Phone 09621/15269

Fax 09621/33144
www.sanitaetshaus-lange.de 

Business Spectrum:
Prostheses · insets · compression hosiery · breast dentures 

wheelchairs · corsages · girdles

Lange
GmbH

Sanitätshaus

Orthopädietechnik

Your he
alth 

is our 
priority

Branch
Sulzbach-Rosenberg

Fröschau 34–38
Phone 09661/102404

Conquer your fear  
of vaccination,  
protect yourself 
against corona
the fear of pain from  
the injection may be taken 
by a Band-aid
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Dr. med. Rudolf Scharl · Dr. med. Dietrich Schreyer

Treatments & Services:

Opening Hours:
Monday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.

3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Tuesday: 8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Wednesday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.

3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Thursday: 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Friday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Address:
Marienstraße 9
92224 Amberg
Germany

Contact:
Phone: 0 96 21 / 1 27 51
Fax: 0 96 21 / 2 10 71
Mail: info@uro-team.de
Web: www.uro-team.de

Prostate Cancer Prevention
Vasectomy
Aging Male
Erectile Dysfunction
Sexual Dysfunction
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms

Urology, Andrology and Pediatric Urology
Dr. med. Michael Rogenhofer · Dr. med. Walter Vogl

(djd). Strengthen the body again from the bottom up before 
fall and winter start - many swear by fasting. According to the 
statistics portal Statista, 65 percent of Germans think it makes 
sense to go without food from a health point of view. Is that 
right? “Yes,” says nutritionist and alternative practitioner Ute 
Jentschura from Münster. "Fasting can work like a reset of the 
organism and have very positive effects on the immune system 
and the course of many diseases."

fASTING AS A ThERAPy
By not eating food for a limited period of time, the body draws 
on its reserves. It switches to repair mode, cell cleaning and 
regeneration. Among other things, the immune system benefits 
from this. Numerous studies also show that inflammatory reac-
tions are greatly reduced and the body's own pain relievers are 
released - an important message for pain patients. Norwegian 
researchers were able to show that symptoms caused by rheu-
matoid arthritis subside significantly after one week of fasting, 
followed by a vegetarian diet. This effect lasted for up to a year. P
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"The change in diet after fasting plays a major role," says Ute 
Jentschura. "Vegetable food has an alkaline effect in the body 
and therefore also has an anti-inflammatory effect."

INTERMITTENT fASTING foR fIGuRE AND wELL-bEING
"Fasting is not dieting," says the nutritionist. “But not eating is 
a turning point that makes it easier to change the menu per-
manently. Away from white flour, sugar and too much meat, 
towards fresh, seasonal and alkaline products.” That quickly 
leaves traces on the scales. Likewise intermittent fasting. You 
give your body a 16-hour break from digestion, i.e. you only eat 
between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., for example. Then it's over, even 
with sweet drinks and alcohol. “The long break has a positive 
effect on many people's wellbeing because they regain a fee-
ling for their body,” says Ute Jentschura. The method is also 
of great use in diseases such as type II diabetes, because the 
insulin-producing pancreas can recover during the break from 
eating. “It should also not be underestimated that you automati-
cally eat more consciously, ending constant snacking.

fasting makes you fit for fall –  
even with a long-term effect

The immune system can be 
specifically strengthened  

by fasting - then even dreary 
fall weather doesn’t pose  

a problem.

stRong immune system, 
feweR pounds

Feel good all around - the 360 ° discovery tour through
the delivery room in the Amberg hospital

Do you want to be well prepared for the most exciting time
of your life? The delivery room of St. Marien Amberg Hospital
can now be experienced virtually!

Thanks to the 360 ° tour, you can visit each of our three deli-
very rooms - whenever you want - from home. An interactive
all-round view with stored info points and various rotatable
perspectives ensure a first uncomplicated familiarization.

Soontobemommies

#watchout

KLINIKUM ST. MARIEN AMBERG
Mariahilfbergweg 7
92224 Amberg
Phone +49 (0) 9621 / 38-0
www.klinikum-amberg.de
info@klinikum-amberg.de

Welcome to where love begins!

Discover the
delivery room
>>>>>>>
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(djd). When it comes to vaccination, everyone thinks of Corona 
first, because the newly developed vaccines are finally giving 
hope again for a normal life without the threat of infection. But 
Covid-19 is not the only respiratory disease: Other viral or bac-
terial infections such as whooping cough can also lead to se-
vere courses due to the risk of complications. Above all, there 
is a mortal danger when they occur together because multiple 
infections severely weaken the immune system, favor complica-
tions, and can make the respiratory tract even more vulnerable 
to other pathogens.

whooping cough protection does not last a lifetime
The whooping cough pathogen Bordetella pertussis is highly 
infectious: statistically, one infected person usually infects five 
other people. Children are usually vaccinated as early as in-
fancy as part of the basic immunization program. However, this 

protection does not last a lifetime - just like that of a previous 
illness from whooping cough. The Standing Vaccination Com-
mission (STIKO) therefore recommends that all adults receive 
the next due booster vaccination against tetanus and diphthe-
ria once in combination with a whooping cough vaccination. 
A booster vaccination every ten years is recommended for 
contact persons of infants such as grandparents, friends or 
babysitters as well as for employees in health and community 
facilities. Since last year, the STIKO has also been in favor of a 
whooping cough vaccination in the last trimester of pregnancy 
for every expectant mother - in every pregnancy and regardless 
of previous vaccinations. That way the unborn child receives a 
nest protection for the first months of life.

Increased risk of complications from the age of 60
Since the immune system generally weakens with age, the risk 
of severe disease progression increases, especially for people 
over the age of 60. For example, whooping cough can lead to 
complications such as hernias, broken ribs and incontinence 
more often in older adults. Treatment of the disease with anti-
biotics can only have a positive effect on the course of the di-
sease if you start taking the medication no later than two weeks 
after the onset of the staccato-like coughing attacks. Older 
people in particular are therefore advised to get vaccinated.

pRevent RespiRatoRy diseases now

protection against preventable 
infections is more important  
than ever

Adult whooping cough 
protection is easily 

forgotten. Older people 
are particularly at risk of 

complications.
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Dr. med. Tobias Riedl
Obstetrics and Gynecology

Prenatal Care / Prenatal Diagnosis

Rossmarkt 13
92224 Amberg
www.dr-riedl.com
mail@dr-riedl.com

Phone 09621/ 23915

www.facebook.com/riedl.obgyn

Tricare Provider
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(djd). Children in particular often produce an excessive amount 
of ear wax. Many parents then feel tempted to thoroughly remo-
ve the brownish, sticky mass - and resort to cotton swabs. But 
ENT-doctors expressly warn against their use. The swabs can 
easily injure the very small but complex hearing system. Warm 
water and soap are also not suitable for cleaning the ears. Be-
cause the fat-dissolving effect will attack the protective layer. It 
is important to realize that ear wax (cerumen) is not dirt. It is a 
waxy secretion from the ear canal, which protects the sensitive 
skin and prevents the penetration of pathogens. Therefore, it 
only needs to be carefully removed if there is overproduction.P
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AVoID EARwAx PLuGS
In addition to the injuries mentioned above, cotton swabs can 
also lead to ear wax being pressed deeper into the ear canal 
against the eardrum. Here, it often dries up and forms an un-
comfortable plug, which in turn can impair hearing and thus 
healthy development. Due to the specific structure of the exter-
nal auditory canal in children, it is, therefore, sometimes advisa-
ble to support self-cleaning. A special ear spray from the phar-
macy enables gentle care and cleaning. It contains high-quality 
olive oil of pharmaceutical quality and is dispensed into the 
outer ear in a well-dosed manner using a simple spray system. 
Here it promotes the softening and the natural removal process 
of earwax. The spray is suitable for children from age one.

bE CAREfuL whEN bAThING
You should also be careful when splashing around in the ba-
thtub. Most young children love it. Nevertheless, mom and dad 
should make sure that no water, foam or shampoo gets into the 
ears, i.e. that the head is held above the surface of the water. If 
the auricle is still wet, which can of course easily happen when 
joyfully splashing and washing your hair, it should be dried with 
a soft towel. In principle, it is also important to regularly take the 
little ones to the doctor and have their ears checked.

Gentle care  
for children's ears
paRticulaR caRe is RequiRed when cleaning

Be careful 
when bathing 
and washing: 

If possible, 
no foam and 
water should 
get deep into 

the ear.

Dr. med. Tobias Riedl
Obstetrics and Gynecology

Prenatal Care / Prenatal Diagnosis

Rossmarkt 13
92224 Amberg
www.dr-riedl.com
mail@dr-riedl.com

Phone 09621/ 23915

www.facebook.com/riedl.obgyn

Tricare Provider

YOUR DENTIST IN WEIDEN
Dr. med. dent. Christoph Radeck

T R I C A R E O C O N U S P R E F E R R E D D E N T I S T

Opening Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 8.00 - 12.00 and 14.00 - 18.00
Wednesday and Friday 8.00 - 12.00

Dental Aesthetics
Cosmetic corrections

Prophylaxis
Healthy and beautiful teeth for a lifetime

General Dentistry
Skilled Gentle Dentistry for a Beautiful Smile

DR. MED. DENT. CHRISTOPH RADECK, Woerthstrasse 8, 92637 Weiden, Phone: 0961/ 401 92 10, mail@dr-radeck.de
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0961/ 401 92 10



1. ENGINE/TrANSMISSION/POWEr STEErING FLUID LEAKS
The vehicle will be rejected if there is evidence of an excessive 
leak or an ongoing slow leak of oil, antifreeze or saturation of 
the underbody of the vehicle. If there is evidence of a slow leak, 
the undercarriage must be cleaned and re-inspected to verify 
whether or not there is still a slow leak. Excessive leaks are 
immediate failures.

2. WOrN TIrES
The tread depth of the vehicle tires must be at least one-six-
teenth of an inch (1.6 mm) over the entire tread of the tire. Ins-
pectors will use a tread-depth gauge at any two adjacent major 
grooves at three areas spaced equally around the outside of 
the tire to test the depth. Tires will be rejected if the side walls 
or thread area are dry rotted. Tires with any cords exposed will 
be rejected and render the vehicle “Unsafe to Operate.”

Although not required for inspection and registration, German 
law requires winter rated tires during snow and icy conditions. 
It is recommended to have these tires installed on your vehicle 

ToP 9
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LEAVE IT TO US,
TO BRING IT TO YOUTrans Global Logistics Europe GmbH

Hochheimer Straße 111
D-55246 Mainz - Kostheim
Fax +49 (0) 6134-58444-44

www.transglobal-logistics.eu
info@transglobal-logistics.de

0800 - 2277447 Kostenfrei innerhalb
von Deutschland.0800 - 2277447

+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0

Vintage car import possible at a reduced tax rate of 7% !

Try us –
entrust us with your transportation!
We will make you a non-binding offer.

Services
Worldwide transportation ...

Placement ...

Free of charge 
within Germany.

… of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats/yachts
… of construction machinery and accessories
... of all kinds of project and container loads
... and moving service for household goods
… complete transport with free delivery!

... of transport insurance

... delivery within the USA and Europe

... Transport insurance       

... Customs clearance

www.transglobal-logistics.eu
info@tglog.eu

Trans Global Logistics Europe GmbH
Hochheimer Straße 111
D-55246 Mainz - Kostheim
Tel +49 (0) 6134-58444-00

reasons 
vehicles 
fail  
inspection

From cracked windows to auto decals, 
here are the Top 9 reasons your vehicle 
may fail inspection.
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Although not required for inspection and regist-
ration, German law requires that these items be 
located within the vehicle:

• One reflective vest per vehicle
• A first-aid kit (not expired) that meets or exceeds 

the legal requirements and standards of the  
Deutsche Industrienorm (DIN 13164)

• A warning triangle
• Items are available at the local Base Exchange  

or shoppette.

These items are available at the local Post  
Exchange or shoppette. If pulled over by local  
law enforcement without these required items,  
then a person should expect penalties.
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| by S86th Vehicle Readiness Squadron

before arriving. If your tires have the M+S symbol on the side-
wall, then you have mud & snow tires and meet the requirement.

3. LIGHTS/LENSES
Headlights must be aimed correctly. The inspectors will verify 
correct adjustment using an authorized special tool.  All lights 
must be securely mounted and function properly. All lighting 
must be the correct color, position and intensity in compliance 
with regulation AE 190-1. Damaged or cracked lenses (brake, 
headlight, tail light, etc.) will be rejected.  All lighting housing 
assemblies should be free of moisture and water. After-market 
lighting located around the windshield, behind the front grill or 
underneath the vehicle is prohibited. Painted or tinted lights or 
lenses are not acceptable. Spotlights on the rear or facing the 
rear of the vehicle are prohibited. All other spotlights must be 
covered by a black cover.

4. BrAKES
A brake-test machine will be used to verify proper brake effort 
and imbalance. Also a visual inspection of all visible brake com-
ponents will be conducted. Dry-rotted brake hoses and exces-
sively corroded metal brake lines or any brake components to 
include brake rotors will be rejected. Brake lines and hoses im-
properly installed or kinked are prohibited.

5. CHIPS AND CrACKS IN THE WINDSHIELD
Glass in the front, rear or side windows may not have cracks 
that impair or distort the driver’s vision. Windshields with cracks 
or fracture damage in the passenger windshield-wiping area 
over one inch long (2.5 cm), or star-shaped fractures over one-
half inch (12.5 mm) are not allowed. Any chips or cracks in the 
driver’s side windshield wiping area are not allowed. If crack 
exceeds maximum allowed measurements or does not meet AE 
190-1 standards, the window must be replaced no matter if it was 
previously repaired.

6. DrIVEr AND FrONT PASSENGEr DOOr WINDOW  
TINT/U.S. DECALS
After-market tint located on the windshield, front driver-side win-
dow and front passenger-side window are prohibited. The use 
of decals and material attached to the personally owned vehicle 
that show connection with the United States (ex. old base decals, 
Air Force decals, flags, etc.) are prohibited on POVs with U.S. 
Forces-provided German license plates.

7. ExHAUST LEAKS/NOISE LEVEL
The exhaust system must be secured tightly and free of leaks. 
Tailpipes must extend behind the rear wheels or beyond the 
side edge or rear of the vehicle body unless prevented by the 
manufacturer’s specifications. Vehicles will be rejected if it emits 
excessive blue or black smoke. All exhaust line parts must be 
strong enough to resist normal hand pressure applied by the 
inspector. All repairs to exhaust systems must be made by wel-
ding or component replacement. The use of exhaust bandages 
or putty is prohibited.  All motorcycles and automobile exhaust 
systems will be inspected for noise levels. Noise level may not 
exceed 95 decibels.

8. BODY/ FrAME COrrOSION, rIDE HEIGHT CLEArANCE, 
LOOSE ExTErIOr COMPONENTS
Minimum body-ground clearance for flexible body parts, such 
as ground-effect spoilers or air dams, and metal parts, such as 
exhaust systems or frame and suspension components, must be 

at least nine cm. Vehicles with excessively corroded and  
damaged frame components will be rejected. Loose fen-
ders, bumpers and any damage with sharp edges that pre-
sent a safety hazard will be rejected.

9. INCOrrECTLY MOUNTED/LICENSE PLATE NOT INSTALLED
License plates will be attached horizontally to the front and rear 
of the POV at the location prescribed by the manufacturer and 
the law so that both plates are clearly visible. The rear plate will 
be centered under a light or placed between lights on either 
side. Motorcycles and trailers will display one plate attached ho-
rizontally to the rear. License plates will be attached firmly to the 
POV using bolts, screws, mounts or brackets directly on the front 
bumper. The use of string, wire, zip ties or double-sided tape to 
secure permanently-issued plates is prohibited.

IMPoRTANT NoTE: 
Improper/Missing first-Aid Kit 
and warning Triangle

!

 PAINT SHOP 
We paint everything 

(incl. designs & 
special paint jobs)

ACCIDENT? 
No problem – 

we help!

Interested? Then stop by
Beim Flugplatz 14 | 92655 Grafenwoehr 

Phone: 09641/9290909 | facebook.com/KfzRupprecht

Your all around service 
in Grafenwoehr

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

➤
➤
➤

KFZ-Rupprecht
Ihr Rundum-Service

in Grafenwöhr    Routine maintenance 
 Repairs of all auto   
       brands (no warranty loss) 

 Tire service 
 Air conditioning 
       system service 
 Vehicle inspection/   
       emissions testing 

OUR SERVICES

 Parts sales 
 Smart Repair 
 Hail damage 
 ... and much   
       more! 



a wildlife accident can affect anyone
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(djd). In 2019, almost 300,000 collisions between cars and 
game occurred in Germany alone. Fortunately, most of the col-
lisions - at least for the vehicle and occupants - ended mildly 
with just car body damage. The information comes from the As-
sociation of the German Insurance Industry (GDV), which also 
determined the costs of accidents involving wildlife: The claims 
expenditure in vehicle insurance in 2019 was 885 million euros. 
In addition, there is a high number of unreported accidents.

ThE ExTENT of ACCIDENTS IS ofTEN uNDERESTIMATED
Drivers often underestimate the extent of collisions with game. 
In fact, according to calculations by the German Hunting As-
sociation (DJV), a deer weighing 20 kilograms has an impact 
weight of almost half a ton in a collision at 100 km / h. A wildlife 
accident can affect any driver regardless of experience and dri-
ving ability, according to the GDV warning. Be careful all year 
round, not just in spring and during the rutting season in fall. 

Preventing wildlife accidents:

•	 Reduce speed along unclear forest and field 
edges

•	 particularly dangerous: new roads through woo-
ded areas - the game stays on its usual paths

•	 Greatest danger at dawn and dusk, at night and 
in fog

•	 Animal on the roadside: dimming the lights, hon-
king, braking, holding the steering wheel, no un-
controlled evasive maneuvers

•	 rarely loners - always expect stragglers

Correct behavior after  
a wildlife accident:

•	 Secure the scene of the accident: put on a safety 
vest, switch on the hazard warning lights, set up 
a warning triangle

•	 In the event of personal injury, provide first aid 
and call for rescue (emergency number 112)

•	 Contact the hunter or the police (emergency 
number 110) and report the location, have a wild-
life accident certificate issued for the insurance 
company

•	 Due to the risk of infection, never touch dead 
animals without gloves, keep your distance from 
living animals

•	 The taking of game is classified as punishable 
poaching

•	 Do not follow a fleeing animal, indicate the direc-
tion of escape in the accident report, so a hunter 
can find the injured animal more easily

Anyone who does not want to pay for damage to their vehicle 
due to a wildlife accident should take out partial comprehen-
sive insurance. At Itzehoer Versicherungen, for example, you 
can even book protection for collisions with animals of all kinds 
in two tariffs, not just for collisions with wild animals. More in-
formation is available at www.itzehoer.de. The DJV has put 
together tips on how to avoid accidents with wildlife and how to 
behave after a collision.

avoid collisions and do the right thing  
if the worst comes to the worst

The risk of a wildlife accident exists all 
year round, but it is particularly high 
during the rutting season in fall.
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(djd). Darkness, continuous rain and old windshield wipers: this 
combination can noticeably impair the view of what is happe-
ning on the road. Especially in the wet and cold season, given 
the constantly changing weather conditions, it is important to 
have the clearest possible view while at the wheel. Windshield 
wipers, which leave annoying streaks on the windshield with 
every movement, are counterproductive. Dangerous road traffic 
situations can arise all too quickly due to poor visibility. With a 
vehicle check, repair shops can now make the car fit on site.

CLEAR VIEw AND GooD LIGhT
In rainy, dirty weather, the motto "see and be seen" counts even 
more than usual. replacing old windshield wipers can contribu-
te significantly to better visibility and thus safety. Equally impor-
tant is functioning and correctly set lighting that does not blind 
other road users, but still illuminates the road well. The annual 
light test is a suitable occasion to have a vehicle check done at 
the same time. Are your vehicle windows often misted up from 

the inside? This can indicate a dirty cabin filter. Vehicle experts 
from Bosch, for example, advise having the filter replaced at 
a specialist workshop at least once a year. It is no less anno-
ying when the battery goes on strike early in the morning in 
cool temperatures. If, during the repair shop check, it becomes 
apparent that the energy storage device has already become 
decrepit, you can prevent annoying breakdowns by replacing it.

ADAPT youR DRIVING STyLE To ThE wEAThER
The usual test program at the repair shops includes the battery, 
the lighting and the windshield wipers as well as the brake sys-
tem, the engine and the vehicle electronics. For example, the 
brakes are particularly challenged in slippery road conditions, 
and new brake pads can significantly increase safety. There 
are also useful tips for safe driving in every season. Among 
other things, it is important to adapt your own driving style, to 
avoid abrupt steering and braking maneuvers in slippery road 
conditions and to drive with more foresight.
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Clear view without streaks: fresh windshield wipers mean a 
plus in safety, especially in the cold and wet season.

Our Services:
• Towing Services (cars and trucks to 40 tons)
• Breakdown & Accident Service
• Rental Car
• Flat Tire Services
• Vehicle Opening
• Transport
• Repair Service & Body Shop for all Brands
• Service & Maintenance
• Vehicle Purchase
• Used Spare Parts with Warranty
• Car Disposal & Customs Clearance
• Battery tests, Boosts and Replacements

Our team is dedicated to providing
our services 24/7, 365 days a year

BAVARIA Towing Towing, recovery + breakdown service

Junk Service, Car Disposal &
Customs Clearance FOR FREE! ! 24h: +49 (0) 96 21 67 680 !

Clear view  
in any weather
Car lights and windshield 
wipers are particularly  
challenged in bad weather
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BMW is proud to introduce the next generation of its compact 
rear-wheel drive-based sports coupes, the 2022 BMW 230i and 
BMW M240i xDrive Coupes. Striking, extroverted styling, more 
powerful engines, improved chassis and dynamics, greater in-
terior room and the latest in infotainment and connectivity are 
just some of the improvements that await the new BMW 2 Series 
Coupe driver. The new 2 Series Coupe is focused on delivering 
maximum driving enjoyment, with every component having been 
optimized for this purpose. 

More than 55 years ago, the first BMW 1600 arrived with com-
pact dimensions, a sophisticated chassis and a powerful en-
gine. When the 2002 designation was attached to the 2-door 
body, a legendary automobile was born. One that provided an 
unequaled driving experience through a carefully balanced 
combination of engine, chassis, braking and driver-focused 
cockpit. In 1973, the 170 hp BMW 2002 Turbo was the first 
series production European car to feature turbocharging. 2008 
saw the arrival of a new sporty rear-wheel drive 1 Series Coupe 
and 2014 was the market launch of the new 1st Generation 2 
Series Coupe.

PowER AND PERfoRMANCE
The new 2022 BMW 2 Series Coupe delivers more power and 
torque, an eight-speed sport automatic transmission with launch 
control, rear wheel drive or rear-biased xDrive all-wheel drive 
and a completely revised chassis for exceptional performance 
and a driving experience unequaled in the compact sports cou-
pe segment.

The BMW 230i Coupe’s revised 2.0-liter 4-cylinder BMW Twin-
Power turbo engine produces 255 hp @ 5,000 – 6,500 rpm and 
295 lb-ft. of torque @ 1,550 – 4,400 rpm. An increase of 7 hp 
and 37 lb-ft of torque over the previous model. The rear-wheel 

drive 230i Coupe accelerates from 0 – 60 mph in 5.5 seconds 
and reaches a top speed of either 130 mph or 155 mph, depen-
ding on the specification selected.

The new BMW M240i xDrive Coupe’s 3.0-liter inline 6-cylinder 
BMW TwinPower turbo engine delivers 382 hp @ 5,800 – 6,500 
rpm and 369 lb-ft. of torque @ 1,800 – 5,000 rpm. An increase 
of 47 hp and 1 lb-ft of torque over the previous model. The all-
wheel drive M240i xDrive Coupe accelerates from 0 – 60 mph in 
4.1 seconds and reaches a top speed of either 130 mph or 155 
mph, depending on the specification selected.

Developed using the motorsports expertise of BMW M GmbH, the 
3.0-liter inline 6-cylinder BMW TwinPower turbo engine powering 
the BMW M240i xDrive Coupe features a closed-deck aluminum 
block and an alloy cylinder head. Internal engine efficiency is 
increased by weight-optimized pistons and connecting rods and 
a forged steel crankshaft. A twin-scroll turbocharger with indirect 
charge air cooling integrated into the intake system, High Precis-
ion direct fuel injection, VALVETrONIC fully variable valve timing 
and Double-VANOS variable camshaft timing for the intake and 
exhaust sides make up the notable powertrain technologies. The 
cooling system ensures ideal operating temperatures – both in 
everyday and during dynamic driving. A split-cooling valve ma-
kes it possible to temporarily shut off engine block cooling, the-
reby optimizing warm-up. The standard M Sport exhaust system 
provides an emotionally stirring soundtrack.

The 2.0-liter 4-cylinder BMW TwinPower turbo engine found un-
der the hood of the BMW 230i Coupe also features a twin-scroll 
turbocharger, aluminum block and alloy cylinder head with inte-
grated exhaust manifold, High Precision direct fuel injection and 
a split-cooling system for the engine block.
 (BMW USA)

the new 2022 Bmw 2 SerieS CouPe
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1) EPA estimates not available at time of release. Targeted/projected all electric range, MPGe, 
and total range based on manufacturer testing.  Actual all electric range, mileage, and total 
range will vary with options, driving conditions, driving habits and your vehicle’s condition.

The 2022 Sorento Turbo Plug-in Hybrid (PHEV) SUV is the latest 
addition to Kia’s ambitious ‘Plan S’ electrification strategy and 
the fourth generation Sorento model range, which was introdu-
ced last year in both gasoline-powered and turbo hybrid electric 
vehicle (HEV) forms.  Offering power, efficiency, all-wheel drive 
capability and three-row seating accommodations, the 2022 So-
rento Turbo PHEV will arrive in showrooms in the third quarter of 
2021. Pricing will be announced closer to its on-sale date.

The new Sorento PHEV is offered with a 66.9 kW electric motor 
and a 1.6-liter turbocharged engine that combine to achieve 261 
horsepower.  The Sorento PHEV has a targeted 32-mile pure 
electric driving range, the best of any 3-row PHEV SUV,3 with a 
projected combined overall range of 460 miles, helping it achie-
ve a targeted 79 MPGe combined rating.1 Enhancing Sorento’s 
capabilities is standard torque-vectoring all-wheel-drive, offering 
go-anywhere confidence. 

The Sorento PHEV delivers an upscale and feature-rich cabin ac-
commodating up to six passengers.  Its 143.8 cubic feet of pas-
senger space and second-row legroom better any other PHEV 
SUV.2 Furthermore, it is the only mainstream PHEV SUV to offer 
three-row seating.  

“The Sorento PHEV’s rare combination of drivability, efficiency 
and spaciousness will make it a compelling choice for our custo-
mers,” said Sean Yoon, president & CEO, Kia North America and 
Kia America. “We’re proud to have it join the popular Sorento 
model range while also playing a pivotal role in the launch of 
Kia’s Plan S electrification strategy.”

The 2022 Kia Sorento PHEV will be offered in two trims: Sx and 
Sx-P. It will be built in Hwasung, Korea alongside the Sorento HEV.

A MoDERN DESIGN
The exterior of the 2022 Sorento PHEV is defined by the same 
sharp, modern lines and high-tech details as the rest of the So-
rento range.  PHEV-specific elements include:

• Specialized rear badging
• Plug port located at rear quarter panel
• Standard 19-inch wheels

The Sorento PHEV offers 143.8 cubic feet of passenger space, 
the most of any PHEV SUV.2 It also has more second-row le-
groom than any PHEV SUV.2 In addition to its roominess, pre-
mium feel, and vast feature content, the Sorento PHEV’s interior 
offers the following highlights:

• Standard three-row seating with second-row captain’s chairs
• Standard Syntex synthetic leather seating or available perfo-

rated leather seats
• Available aluminum sport pedals

PhEV PERfoRMANCE
A smooth and familiar driving experience for the 2022 Sorento 
PHEV comes from a sophisticated powertrain with a proven AWD 
system:                                  

• A turbocharged 1.6-liter GDI 4-cylinder engine with a 66.9 kW 
electric motor

• 6-speed automatic transmission with standard paddle shifters
• 261 horsepower combined
• 13.8 kWh battery
• Targeted 32-mile all-electric range1

• Targeted 79 MPGe Combined rating1

 (KIA America)

new 2022 kia  
Sorento Phev 

joins popular  
Suv model range
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YOU FIND US ON:

WE SELL & REPAIR
NEW & USED CARS Skoda, VW, Seat, Audi, Kia

- Inspection
- Oil Service
- HU / AU Service
- Warranty work
- Accident repair
- Vehicle preparation
- Accessories, tuning and tire service
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The 2021 Ford Mustang Mach-E earned Car and Driver’s inau-
gural Electric Vehicle of the Year Award, adding another coveted 
honor to its trophy case and beating overall top-rated EV com-
petitors along the way.

The publication put 11 top-rated electric vehicles through rigo-
rous testing over a three-week period, including a 1,000-mile 
road trip to evaluate each in real-world conditions. Mustang 
Mach-E took the No. 1 spot.

“We felt that if a carmaker was looking to convert people from 
EV skeptics to EV evangelists, there’s not a better vehicle out 
there than the Mustang Mach-E,” said Sharon Carty, Car and 
Driver editor-in-chief. “It’s a familiar shape and size of crossover. 
It’s in the sweet spot of what Americans love. It’s beautiful. It’s a 
design that gets noticed. It has a range and charging speed that 
is very competitive.”

The newly created electric vehicle award uses the same criteria 
as Car and Driver’s 10Best Awards: The vehicle must deliver 
exceptional driving engagement, offer indisputable value and/
or practicality, fulfill its mission better than any of its competi-
tors and, lastly, be fun to drive – a great description of Mustang 
Mach-E.

“Mustang Mach-E is the start of what we can do to compete in 
the EV revolution,” said Darren Palmer, Ford general manager, 
battery electric vehicles. “Its continued success in the form of 
happy customers, sales and awards are all signs of the momen-
tum we are building. Accolades like the Car and Driver Electric 
Vehicle of the Year are particularly rewarding for the team who 
designed this performance battery electric vehicle to be truly fun 
to drive. It can only get better as we continue to learn from and 
grow with our customers.”

Other contenders include Audi e-tron, Kia Niro, Nissan Leaf Plus, 
Polestar 2, Porsche Taycan 4S PBP, Tesla Model 3 Performance, 
Tesla Model S Long range Plus, Tesla Model Y Performance, 
Volkswagen ID.4 and Volvo xC40 recharge. Car and Driver em-
ployed instrumented testing, subjective evaluation and side-by-
side comparison in both practicality and entertainment value.

The 2021 Mustang Mach-E has claimed a number of other 
awards including Car and Driver’s Editor’s Choice Award earlier 
this year, plus the Cars.com Eco-Friendly Car of the Year Award, 
AutoGuide’s Utility of the Year, Green Vehicle of the Year and 
Autoweek’s Car Buyer’s Award.

“We could have made a boring electric vehicle, a compliance 
vehicle that looks like a dust buster,” said Palmer. “But we deci-
ded people need an EV with soul. So we built them an all-electric 
Mustang SUV that is disrupting the status quo in electric vehic-
les. And the Mustang Mach-E GT and GT Performance Edition 
are still to come.”

The full story on Car and Driver’s very first Electric Vehicle of the 
Year can be found here and in the new July/August issue of the 
magazine, available now everywhere magazines are sold.

For more information on the 2021 Mustang Mach-E, please visit 
https://www.ford.com/suvs/mach-e/.
 (Ford Motor Company)
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volvo XC40  
recharge P8 awd

The Volvo xC40 recharge P8 is Volvo’s first ever fully electric 
car. It is based on the best-selling xC40 small premium SUV, 
the first Volvo model to win the prestigious European Car of the 
Year award.

Like the xC40, the xC40 recharge P8 is based on the Compact 
Modular Architecture (CMA), an advanced vehicle platform 
co-developed within the Geely Group. CMA provides Volvo with 
the necessary economies of scale for this segment.

Inside, an innovative approach to all-round functionality provi-
des drivers with plenty of storage space. The xC40 recharge 
P8 offers several large and smartly designed storage compart-
ments in the doors, under the seats and in the trunk. Not ha-
ving an internal combustion engine means that the car provides 
drivers with even more storage space, via a so-called ‘frunk’ 
storage space under the front hood.

CoNNECTIVITy AND INfoTAINMENT
The xC40 recharge P8 is the first Volvo model equipped with a 
brand new infotainment system powered by the Android opera-
ting system. The new infotainment system offers customers un-
precedented personalisation, improved levels of intuitiveness 

and new embedded Google technology and services, 
such as the Google Assistant, Google Maps and the 
Google Play Store.

PowERTRAIN TEChNoLoGy
The xC40 recharge P8 comes with a state-of-the-art, ful-
ly electric all-wheel drive powertrain that offers a range 
of over 400 km on a single charge under the WLTP drive 
cycle and output of 408hp. The battery charges to 80 % of its 
capacity in 40 mins on a fast-charger system.

SAfETy AND DRIVER ASSISTANCE
While building on the excellent safety standards of the original 
xC40, Volvo Cars safety engineers had to completely redesign 
and reinforce the frontal structure of the xC40 recharge P8 
to deal with the absence of an engine, meet Volvo Cars’ high 
safety requirements and help keep occupants as safe as in any 
other Volvo.

The battery is protected by a safety cage which consists of a 
frame of extruded aluminium and has been embedded in the 
middle of the car’s body structure, creating a built-in crumple 
zone around it.

At the rear, the electric powertrain has been integrated in the 
body structure to realise a better distribution of collision forces 
away from the cabin.

The xC40 recharge P8 is also the first Volvo model equip-
ped with a new, scalable Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 
(ADAS) sensor platform with software developed by Zenuity, 
the joint venture firm owned by Volvo Cars and Veoneer.
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(Volvo Car Corporation) 

Sales:
• New vehicle sales / VOLVO contractual partner
• Pre-owned vehicles (half a year- and one year-old, e.g. business
vehicles from Volvo Car Germany)

• VOLVO Select Vehicles -- premium pre-owned vehicles with
extended warranty

• Inspected pre-owned vehicles with warranty
• attractivee finance and leasing offers
• Trade-in of pre-owned vehicles

Repairs and auto parts sales:
• Air conditioning service
• Car wash
• Car interior detailing
• Professional automotive detailing
• Electronic chassis frame measuring
• Tire seervice
• Car parts sales

Chassis and car paint:
• Chassis repairs
• Car paint work based on modern water-based paint techniques
• Small repairs of car paint damages
• NEW: Volvo-certified glass repairs

If you are interested in VOLVO, we are your partner of choice. As one of
the largest Volvo dealers in Bavaria and the metropolitan areas of Munich,
Regensburg and Nürnberg, we have a lot of experience!

Our modern repair shops and our highly qualified per-
sonnel guarantee first-class, fast and reliable service and
repairs.

Volvo ZentrumAmberg
Autohaus Hofmann GmbH

Kümmersbrucker Straße 6a, 92224 Amberg
Phone: 09621-78230

info@autohaus-hofmann.org
www.volvo-zentrum-amberg.de

https://www.facebook.com/VolvoHofmann

Mileage combined from 5,3 l/100km–10,7 l/100 km. C02-emissions combined from
139 g/km–249 g/km (IAW VO/715/2007/EWG).
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note: Please contact 
the host for possible 
program changes due to 
Covid-19 precautionary 
measures.

RELIGIouS SERVICES
NETzAbERG
Every Sun, 8.30 a.m. – 
9.30 a.m. | Catholic Mass
Every Sun, 10 a.m. – 
11a.m. | CrE Classes
Every Sun, 11 a.m. – 
12.15 p.m. | General 
Protestant Service
Every Sun, 11.30 a.m. – 
12.30 p.m. | Protestant 
Children's Church

Every Sun, 1 p.m. – 3 p.m. | Gospel Service
Every Sun, 1.30 p.m. – 3 p.m. | Gospel's Children's Church 
Every Tue, 6 p.m. – 8 p.m. | Gospel Bible Study
Every Thu, 6 p.m. – 8 p.m. | Gospel Choir rehersal

hohENfELS
Every Sun, 9.30 a.m. – 10.30 a.m. | Catholic Mass
Every Sun, 11 a.m. – 12.30 p.m. | Protestant Worship Service
Every Wed, 6.30 p.m. – 7.30 p.m. | Korean Service

GARRISoN EVENTS
STAMMTISCH/ SOCIAL GATHErING, VILSECK
fri, oct 1, 2021 | 7 p.m.; (every first friday of the month)
We are the German American friendship club, located on post 
in Vilseck, building no. 301, across from the movie theater. Our 
clubhouse is open to everyone!

fACILITIES & CLoSuRES
SSMO (TISA) GTA CLOSED
fri, Sep 17, 2021
SSMO (TISA) GTA, LrC BAV, 40th AFSB is closed 17 SEP 
2021 due to their annual work outing.

MwR EVENTS
CAr BOOT SALE
Sep 18 2021 | 10 a.m. – 3 p.m. (Tower barracks)
Sep 25 2021 | 10 a.m. – 3 p.m. (Rose barracks)
Clean out your closets and make some cash! register by Sep-
tember 15. US ID Cardholders only.

HOME BASED BUSINESS (HBB)
Sep 23, 30 2021 | 1.30 p.m. – 3.30 p.m.
Are you considering to operate an on-post HBB? We get you 
started! registration is required 48 hours prior.

NIGHT FISHING ON LAKE DICKHAUTEr
Sep 24 2021
Enjoy fishing from dusk until dawn on Dickhauter Lake with our 
special night fishing program! $12 day fee, no fee for annual 
permit holders.

Local event tips
FAMILY BOWLING – TOWEr BArrACKS
Sep 25, 26 2021 | 2 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Only at the Tower Barracks location – Lane 25 Bowling Center.

WELCOME TO BAVArIA
Sep 27 2021 | 9 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Cross-Cultural relations: Learn basic survival skills – from how 
to adjust to the new environment to learning general facts about 
Germany – Language, culture, customs, traditions and lifestyle.  
ACS has you covered! registration required 48 hours prior for 
all ACS classes.

EArLY rETUrN OF DEPENDENTS (ErOD)
Sep 28 2021| 9 a.m. – 11 a.m.
Learn about the process of Early return of Dependents to the 
U.S. registration is required 48 hours prior.

PUMPKIN CArVING/DECOrATING CONTEST
oct 1 2021 – oct 21 2021
Fall is in the air and it is time to start decorating! Share your 
carved and decorated pumpkins. To participate, pumpkin pho-
tos must be submitted to usarmy.bavaria.id-europe.mbx.acs@
mail.mil by October 21

FAMILY BOWLING – TOWEr BArrACKS
oct 2, 3 2021 | 2 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Only at the Tower Barracks location - Lane 25 Bowling Center.

THE CrOWN JEWEL BAZAAr
oct 1 – oct 3 2021
Location: Multi-Purpose Center on rose Barracks, B134
Family and MWr and the Bavaria Community and Spouses’ 
Club presents THE CrOWN JEWEL BAZAAr!

MEDITATION MONDAYS
oct 4 2021
Learn proven benefits and experiment with different types of 
meditation. registration required 48 hours prior.

NEWCOMErS OrIENTATION
oct 4 2021 | 1 p.m. – 3 p.m.
An informal Meet & Greet to get acquainted and share information 
about community resources that will support a smooth transition. 
Take this opportunity to learn about your new home away from 
home. registration required 48 hours prior for all ACS classes.
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ShoeS

uS eu

NewborN 46

NewborN 50

3 moNths 56

3 moNths 62

6 moNths 68

9 moNths 74

12 moNths 80

18 moNths 86

Clothing
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uS eu uS eu

1 16 10 27

2 17 11 29

3 18 12 30

4 19 13 / 0,5 31

5 20 1 32

5 21 2 33

6 22 3 34

7 23 3,5 35

8 24 4 / 4,5 36

9 25 5 / 5,5 37

9 26 6 / 6,5 38

11 28 6,5 / 7 39

Cheat 
Sheet

Bavariantimes Take a Photo of our  
Cheat Sheet and share it

www.bavarian-times.com

facebook.com/Bavariantimesmagazine

uS eu

24 moNths / 2t 92

3t 98

3t / 4t / 4 104

4t / 5t / 5 110

5 / 6 116

6 122

6 / 6X 128

7 / 8 134

8 / 10 140

10 / 12 146

12 / 14 152

14 158

14 164

Clothing

Clothing
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany — Bulk trash disposal is an ongoing 
question for many community members in the Tower and rose 
Barracks areas of U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria. Here is a general 
breakdown of what it is and when it occurs.

Throughout the year, residents can bring bulk trash items to 
their respective recycling yard. For example, military residents 
who are PCSing at a time not synchronized with county pick-up 
dates can dispose of their bulk trash items at their respective 
on-post facility.

An eAsy guide 
to bulk trAsh 
disposAl At 
usAg bAvAriA
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| by jaquetta Gooden

For additional infor-
mation, visit the uSag 
Bavaria trash and 
recycling page. 

what is geNerally coNsidered 

bulk items? 

NOTE: The list below applies for disposal at the 
recycling Centers on rose and Tower Barracks, 
as well as for bulk collections during spring and 
fall cleanups on post. At the recycling Yards 
(“Wertstoffhof”) and during county collections 
off post, the rules and materials accepted are  
different. Please check the Garrison Trash and 
recycling page and the recycling guides of your 
area for details.

• Furniture
• Mattresses
• Carpets
• Washing machines
• Dryers
• refrigerators
• Freezers
• TVs
• Electronic waste
• Ovens
• Stoves
• Bicycles

Or any other items that are too large or too heavy 
to fit into your trash bin. Hazardous waste is not 
allowed.

Tower Barracks area bulk trash disposal  
information listed by county:

• Bayreuth
• Neustadt – Waldnaab
• Tirschenreuth
• Tower Barracks
• Weiden

rose Barracks area bulk trash disposal  
information listed by county:

• Amberg
• Amberg-Sulzbach
• rose Barracks
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Rose barracks Recycling yard – Bldg. 107, located next  
to CIF and the Self-help store. Open Tuesday and Thursday  
11 a.m. – 4 p.m., and Saturday 10 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Centralized Recycling Center – Located across from range 
118, on the Tank road between gate 4 (Tanzfleck) and Gate 
9 (Fire Station). Open Monday to Friday 8 a.m. – noon and  
12.30 p.m. – 3.30 p.m. Closed Wednesday afternoon, Saturday, 
Sunday and German and American holidays.   

Tower barracks Recycling Center – Located next to AAFES 
Car Care Center near Bldg. 441. Open Monday to Friday 8 a.m. –  
6 p.m., and Saturday from 8 a.m. – 3.30 p.m. Closed Sunday 
and German holidays.



IMPoRTANT NoTE: 

We often hear the question, “Why do I need temporary 
plates to drive my vehicle across the parking lot to get 
an inspection?”

The Army Europe regulation was designed for all of  
Europe — not just Grafenwoehr. Some areas, such as 
Garmisch, requires personnel to pick their vehicle up 
in Boeblingen. The temporary plates allow the vehicle 
to be legally operated for the drive to the inspection 
point. The second reason for temporary plates is not 
all vehicles pass the safety inspection, having tem-
porary plates will allow you to operate the vehicle and 
make the necessary repairs.

!
Temporary Plates

GrAFENWOEHr, Germany — here are the Top 4 mistakes you 
want to avoid during your vehicle registration appointment.

1. Missing uSAREuR Driver License/Insurance/Documents
The most common mistakes are not having a USArEUr 

driver license, not having insurance within the system or not 
having other related documents. To avoid these mishaps, we 
suggest all personnel review our checklists on the vehicle  
registration webpage for the most common transactions and  
review the new flow chart. We encourage personnel to e-mail us 
(usarmy.bavaria.id-europe.mbx.vehicle-registration@mail.mil) if 
there are further questions or clarifications. Prior to submitting 
questions, we do ask that personnel first review the checklists 
to allow us to serve other customers. 

Furthermore, there are only two U.S. insurance companies 
which interface with the USArEUr database (USAA and Miras-
con). Personnel often fail to contact (via phone or e-mail) their 
insurance companies until the day of their appointment. On 
average, it takes 24 hours for the information to sync with our 
database. Prior to scheduling an appointment, personnel may 
e-mail our vehicle registration team and request verification of 
insurance. Please scroll to the checklists section of the Vehicle 
registration website and review Checklist #14: Insurance.

2. waiting until the Last Minute
Prior to PCS, we see an extremely high rate of person-

nel waiting until the last minute to de-register vehicles and ob-
tain shipping plates. Upon receiving orders for PCS, personnel 
should immediately start the process to de-register and ship 
their vehicle(s). 

We also see personnel waiting until the last minute to obtain 
a vehicle inspection, while they have their 30 day temporary 
plates. Personnel should immediately have their vehicle inspec-
ted after receiving their temporary plates, which will allow them 
time to correct deficiencies (if any), and schedule a new vehicle 
registration appointment to receive their permanent registration 
and plates.   

USArEUr mails out letters to personnel — reminding them that 
their registration is due for renewal — 75 days in advance. We 
receive several e-mails where individuals state their registration 
expires soon (within two weeks) and they need an appointment. 
Since everyone receives the same notification in the mail, our 
division does not accept this as a valid excuse for skipping 
ahead in the appointment schedule. 

3. using a Different Name
Vehicle registration also has personnel scheduling  

appointments under a different last name than what is on their 
ID card (i.e. a spouse using their maiden name). On arrival, we 
ask for their ID card, and we are unable to locate an appoint-
ment. Only later do we learn that the appointment was sche-
duled under a different name. 

4. Several Vehicles that are Not Properly Registered
Another common mistake is having several vehicles that 

are not properly registered. All vehicles owned must be current 
on registration in order to complete any type of transaction 
within the USArEUr system. 

Top 4       mistakes when 
making, attending vehicle  
registration appointments

| by Directorate of Emergency Services
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GrAFENWOEHr, Germany — Thick patches of fog often roll 
through Bavaria, particularly around Grafenwoehr, Vilseck and 
Hohenfels.

According to Army in Europe regulation 190-1 — the regulation 
on driver and vehicle requirements in Germany — foglights are 
not required. But if foglights are mounted, they must be ins-
talled to operate only with low-beam headlights.

According to the German traffic code (Straßenverkehrs- 
Ordnung or StVO), front fog lights may only be used when “fog, 
snow or rain substantially hinders visibility.” It is up to the 
driver, however, to make that call.

Fog lights are bright and can potentially hinder oncoming  
traffic. Before turning on your front fog lights, the USAG Bavaria 
Safety Office recommends taking these into consideration:

•	What	is	the	actual	visibility?
•	Am	I	driving	in	a	well-lit	area?
•	Is	there	significant	traffic	(in	or	outside	the	city)?
•	Might	I	blind	other	drivers?

Note, however, that local German police may make their own 
determination of “substantial” and issue a fine to drivers inap-
propriately using fog lights.

Most European-specification cars have a rear fog light (Nebel-
schlussleuchte). In fact, vehicles registered in Germany are  
required to have at least one rear fog light. It is generally found 
on the driver’s side rear of the car, although some cars may 
have it in the middle (it’s usually the bright red one).

This light is particularly blinding when used improperly inside 
city limits. Section 17, subsection (3) of the StVO continues: 
“rear fog lights may only be used when, because of fog, visibi-
lity is less than 50 meters.”

As with front fog lights, consideration should be taken when 
using your rear fog light.

Many drivers also drive with only parking lights on (or a com-
bination of parking lights and front fog lights) at all times of the 
day and in all visibility conditions.

The StVO section 17, subsection (2) explicitly states that cars 
may not be driven utilizing only parking lights. Do not drive only 
using parking lights. There are no circumstances where it is 
ever permissible.

Since driving with front fog lights is only allowed during sub-
stantially hindered visibility due to fog, rain or snow, it follows 
that driving with a combination of parking lights and fog lights 
is not allowed.

The responsibility to operate your privately owned vehicles,  
according to German traffic code, is yours.

visit the uSag Bavaria Safety office web-
page for more on winter driving, seasonal 
safety and more.

| by uSAG bavaria Safety office
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fog lightsUnderstanding 
fog lights in Germany
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Mobile apps for alerts and 
weather warninGs in GerMany

The u.S. Army Garrison bavaria Antiterrorism office recom-
mends residents stay up-to-date through local news sour-
ces about the area they live when they are in or out-of-town. 

Several apps are available to get notified about official 
alerts and weather warnings.

KATwARN
KATWArN is a free mobile app service for official warning in- 
formation in German zip codes. The app exclusively displays 
information from authorities, facilities and control centers.  
KATWArN tells users when there is a potentially dangerous 
situation and suggests what to do when alerted.

With the ability to register seven different zip code areas, the 
app is a good resource to monitor activity in off-post areas 
while away from home.

According to the app website, KATWArN sends important war-
nings on large-scale fires, severe weather events or unexpected 
hazards. The sender of each warning is indicated in the respec-
tive text message received.

The app includes the following features:
• Official warnings for a current location in Germany
• Official warnings for seven user-selected locations
• Event-related warnings by theme subscriptions (events, 

closed areas, etc.)
• Overview of warnings in the wider area
• Ability to forward or share alerts, for example, via Twitter
• Personal test alarm on personal smartphone

NINA
Alternatively, the mobile app NINA — launched by the Federal 
Office for Citizen Protection and Disaster Support (BBK) — pro-
vides official government warnings and procedures in case of 
emergency situations. NINA is for iOS and is only available in 
the German iTunes store.

warnwetter
For weather specific warnings, use the WarnWetter app provided 
by the official German weather service Deutscher Wetterdienst.  

STEP
In the event of municipal threats and threats to public security, 
the responsibility lies exclusively with the respective county or 
the city.

State and large-scale threats to public security are responsibi-
lity of the minister of the interior for the following cities: Berlin,  
Hamburg, rhineland-Palatinate and Saarland. If personnel  
plan to travel to these areas, or any areas abroad, register 
with the U.S. State Department’s Smart Traveler Enrollment  
Program (STEP).

Alert!
To register for on-post alerts through Alert!, go to  
https://home.army.mil/bavaria/index.php/Alert or use the 
self-registration guide.

Alert! Mass Warning Notification System, or MWNS, sends re-
gistered users emergency warnings and other critical informa-
tion, such as hazardous road conditions, reporting delays, and 
base closures due to severe weather. 

SErVICE IOS ANDrOID
WINDOWS 
STOrE

BLACKBErrY WEBSITE

KATWArN x x x N/A x

NINA x x N/A N/A x

WarnWetter x x x x x

STEP x x N/A N/A x

here is an overview of 
all the apps and services 
mentioned above for 
your operating system

While some of the apps are available in U.S. app stores as 
well as in German app stores, some are just designed for the 
German market.

If you have troubles to download these apps, you can get an 
additional German address account.
 | by Andreas Kreuzer
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medieval half-timbered towns can be marveled at, as well as 
evidence of more than a thousand years of mining history such 
as the narrow trenches of the "Upper Harz water shelf."

Total length / stages: 94 kilometers / five thematic partial 
stages and two alternative routes (smaller differences in 
altitude). Entrances can be chosen by yourself.

obERLAuSITzER bERGwEG IN SAxoNy
The route runs over the most scenic mountains in Upper Lusa-
tia and the Zittau Mountains. Great distant views of the neigh-
boring Czech republic alternate with idyllic locations in which 
unique timber frame houses combine half-timbered and block 
construction under one roof. From the pottery town of Neukirch 
near Bautzen you’ll continue on to fascinating rock formations, 
to the castle and monastery ruins on the Oybin and to the nar-
row-gauge railway on the last stage to Zittau. As an alternative 
to popular well-known routes, Liane Jordan from the German 
Hiking Association recommends this quality trail, whose appeal 
has not yet become general knowledge. 

Total length / stages: 107 kilometers / 6 stages 14 to 25 
kilometers in length

RENNSTEIG MouNTAIN TRAIL IN ThE ThuRINGIAN foREST
The route: Once a path for hurried messengers, this path 
through the Thuringian Forest, Thuringian Slate Mountains and 
Franconian Forest rewards up to 100,000 (!) hikers annually 
with an abundance of picturesque impressions: forest-crowned 
heights, deep valleys, flowering mountain meadows, great views 
of villages, castles and palaces and many historical attractions 
promise pure outdoor enjoyment.

Total length | stages: 170 kilometers | 8 stages between  
19 and almost 26 kilometers in length. Start possible  
anywhere. with the Rennsteig bus you can shorten or skip 
stages.

    The 8 most beautiful  
hiking trails in Germany
8 hiking trails for a trip or vacation in Germany: from Lo-
wer Saxony to bavaria and from the Palatinate to the ore 
Mountains - for beginners and advanced, families and indi-
vidualists. 

You can find more 
information about each 

hiking trail here 

heid- 
schnucken- 
weg

harzer-hexen-
Steig

oberlausitzer 
bergweg

The rennsteig, Germany's oldest, best-
known and most popular high-altitude 
hiking trail in the Thuringian Forest 
offers perfect conditions for hiking.

hEIDSChNuCKENwEG IN LowER SAxoNy
The route connects the most beautiful parts of the Lüneburg 
Heath* between Hamburg and the residential city of Celle. The 
path meanders through more than 30 large and small heather 
areas with moors, birches and boulders. It is also ideal for in-
experienced hikers: the highest point is the Wilseder Mountain 
at just 169 meters. Those who come in late summer will see 
purple - the heather blooms from the beginning of August to 
mid-September.

Total length / stages: 223 kilometers / 14 sections from 
7 to 27 kilometers in length. It is possible to walk partial 
sections.

hARzER-hExEN-STIEG 
IN LowER SAxoNy
The route leads from 
Osterode in the west to 
Thale in the east through 
Germany's northernmost 
forest mountains and 
crosses the Harz* na-
tional park with its wild 
mountains. The prover-
bial highlight: climbing 
the legendary Brocken 
(1,142 meters). The 
landscape is also "le-
gendary": green mixed 
and coniferous forests, 
rocky gorges and steep 
cliffs, high moors and 
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RhEINSTEIG IN hESSE, RhINELAND-PALATINATE & NoRTh 
RhINE-wESTPhALIA
The route leads along the right bank of the rhine river from 
Wiesbaden to Bonn through three federal states, past the le-
gendary Loreley, 40 castles, palaces and fortresses in the 
Unesco World Heritage Upper Middle rhine Valley* and the 
Drachenfels hill. It goes uphill and downhill on mostly narrow 
paths and demanding climbs through forests and vineyards; 
every single section has sensational views to offer. The high-
est point is only 345 meters, but the height differences of the 
individual stages through the Siebengebirge should not be un-
derestimated!

Total length / stages: 320 kilometers / 20 (suggested)  
stages from 8.5 to 27.5 kilometers. Stages and routes can 
be put together individually. Day tours are possible.

ALTMühLTAL-PANoRAMA TRAIL IN bAVARIA
The route promises a wide variety of impressions. Those who 
hike from Gunzenhausen across the Altmühltal Nature Park to 
Kelheim will sometimes wander through wild and romantic ro-
cky landscapes, then again through sunny juniper heaths or 
lush green beech forests. In addition to nature, cultural expe-
riences also inspire: the route leads past palaces and castles, 
historic towns and testimonies to roman and Celtic history 
such as the remains of the Limes boundary wall. Would you like 
more variety? Then we recommend switching to a kayak - for a 
boat hike on the Altmühl river.

Total length / stages: 200 kilometers / 15 daily stages bet-
ween 11 and 32 kilometers in length, many of them supple-
mented by so-called loop paths (circular routes).

bLACK foREST SChLuChTENSTEIG 
IN bADEN-wuERTTEMbERG
The route demands a lot from hikers - narrow climbs and steep 
mountain slopes are part of the route from Sühlingen to Wehr. 
Those who set out on the challenging path through gorges, tun-
nels and waterfalls should be sure-footed and have a head for 
heights - and are rewarded with many wonderful impressions, 
be it the view from the Krummenkreuz summit at 1,148 meters 
or the march around the deep blue Lake Schluchsee . Please 
note: this path is not recommended in winter - but there are 
alternatives*

Total length / stages: 119 kilometers / 5 to 6 stages bet-
ween 22 to 24.5 kilometers in length, day tours possible.

ALbSTEIG IN bADEN-wuERTTEMbERG
The route is one of the best-known and most popular German 
hiking trails thanks to the numerous viewing platforms and 
towers. From Tuttlingen  (Baden-Wuerttemberg), the Albsteig 
leads along the northern escarpment of the Swabian Alb to 

all paths are listed in  
the information portal  

wanderbares deutschland. 

270 other good 
hiking trails
There is a large selection 
of good hiking trails: The 
German Hiking Associati-
on has certified over 120 
"Quality trails for hiking 
in Germany" nationwi-
de. These are multi-day 
tours: A path must be at 
least 20 km long, easy to 
walk on and marked in a 
user-friendly way, close 
to nature. It offers variety, 
experiences, gastronomy 
as well as local trans-
port stops and parking 
spaces.

Donauwörth in Bavaria  
through forests and me-
adows, over mountain 
paths and nature trails. 
There are many roman-
tic castles and palaces 
close to the path, inclu-
ding Hohenzollern Cast-
le* with its spectacular 
grounds. The Nebelhöhle 
stalactite cave is just as 
much a natural highlight 
as the Urach waterfall.  
Please note: unsuitable 
for small children due to 
the sometimes steep as-
cents and descents!

Total length / stages: 
350 kilometers / 16 sta-
ges of 10 to 20 kilome-
ters in length. Start pos-
sible anywhere

Rennsteig
(website only 
in German)

Schluchten-
steig

Swabian Alb

Altmühl  
Nature Park

The Nonnenfelsen in the 
Zittau Mountains are a 

popular rock formation on 
a slope in the southeast 

of the Buchberg.

Rheinsteig
(website only 
in German)

Between Bonn, Koblenz and Wiesbaden, the 320 
km long rheinsteig leads along the right bank of 
the rhine on mostly narrow paths and challenging 
climbs uphill and downhill to forests, vineyards and 
spectacular views.
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wuERzbuRG RESIDENCE
The Wuerzburg residence is one of the most important ba-
roque palace complexes in Europe. At the same time, elements 
of the French palace architecture and the northern Italian pa-
lace construction also shape the architecture of the building. 
The great architectural trends of the 18th century are united in 
the Würzburg residence. From 1720 to 1744 the shell could 
be completed relatively quickly, almost within a generation. It 
was commissioned by Prince-Bishop Johann Philipp Franz von 
Schönborn.

Visitors can still visit 40 rooms today. These include, for ex-
ample, the Kaisersaal or the Kaiserzimmer. The residence was 
almost completely burnt out during World War II. However, a 
large part of the interior was put in storage and was therefo-
re not destroyed; other rooms were restored in the post-war 
years. The Wuerzburg residence, including the residenzplatz 
and the Hofgarten, has been a world cultural asset since 1981.

IMPERIAL CASTLE IN NuREMbERG
Nuremberg was one of the centers of the empire in the late 
Middle Ages, many imperial assemblies and court days took 
place there. The city's landmark, the Imperial Castle, reflects 
this to this day. Visitors can visit the palace with the imperial 
chambers, the knight's hall and the double chapel.

The Imperial Castle Museum is located in the bower, which was 
rebuilt after being almost completely destroyed in World War II. 
Excavation finds, components, models and reconstruction dra-
wings vividly tell the story here. The castle is located in down-
town Nuremberg, there are no visitor parking spaces. However, 
it can be reached by tram line 4, bus 36 and the underground.

By the way: The Kaiserburg is not the only medieval fortress in 
the area. If you haven't had enough after your visit, you can, for 
example, make a detour to Waischenfeld, rabenstein or Egloff-
stein Castles.

MAIN RIVER LooP
The Volkacher Main river loop (Mainschlei-
fe) is the largest river meander landscape 
in Bavaria. The area is also unique because 
of the vineyards, which sometimes bear the 
grapes for the next harvest on steep slopes, 
sometimes in flatter terrain. The Mainschlei-
fe lies between Kitzingen and Schweinfurt in 
the middle of the Franconian wine country. 
The idyllic pilgrimage church "Maria im Wein-
garten" with its riemenschneider Madonna, 
around which a spectacular art theft episode 
revolved in the 1960s, is particularly valuable 
in terms of art history.

The area around Volkach can be explored 
by boat or canoe on the water; there are nu-
merous entry and exit points for boaters on 
the shore. Vacationers can also hike well. A 
highlight is certainly a nostalgic ride on the 
red Mainschleifenbahn, which takes pas-
sengers from Seligenstadt near Würzburg to 
Volkach ten kilometers through this very spe-
cial wine and cultural landscape.

The Volkacher Mainschleife is one of the highlights of 
the sights in the Franconian wine region in southern 

Germany. The bend of the river offers great views of the 
green vineyards and vines of the region. Idyllic places 

with historic half-timbered houses invite you to stroll. 
The wineries and winemakers on the Mainschleife are 

known for their fine wines and their hospitality.

in Bavaria     that you  
should have seen
Everyone knows Neuschwanstein Castle. but have you ever been 
to	the	Danube	breakthrough	n	Kelheim?	Or	on	the	Main	Loop?
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wALhALLA
The exterior alone makes it clear where the in-
fluence comes from. And then the name: Wal-
halla - like the warrior's paradise in Norse my-
thology. However, the Walhalla does not stand 
in Scandinavia, but towers over the Danube 
river just a few kilometers east of regensburg. 
The classicist building, which is reminiscent of 
the Parthenon on the Acropolis, was built by 
Leo von Klenze and initially exhibited busts of 
96 "German" rulers, generals, scientists and 
artists who were considered exemplary in the 
19th century. For King Ludwig I, everything 
where "Teutsch" was spoken also belonged 
to "Teutschland." That is why Dutch painters, 
Swiss historians or Swedish and russian ru-
lers can also be found in the marble-clad temp-
le. Over the years, new busts and memorial 
plaques of honorable people were added again 
and again.

Those arriving from regensburg can take the 
ship instead of the car, which leaves three times 
a day for Donaustauf until October 3, 2021. The 
ship stops directly below the Walhalla, but there 
is no climbing aid for the stairs up to the temple.

SToNE bRIDGE IN REGENSbuRG
The Stone Bridge in regensburg is the oldest of its kind in 
Germany. It was built from 1135 to 1146 because the wooden 
bridge about 100 meters downstream was no longer able to 
cope with commercial traffic and was repeatedly destroyed by 
the forces of nature. From here, Emperor Barbarossa I started 
two crusades, Emperor Friedrich later granted the bridge ex-
tensive freedom. The Bruckmandl ("little bridge man"), which 
stands at the top of the bridge, probably symbolizes the free-
dom rights of the Free Imperial City of regensburg vis-à-vis the 
bishop and the duke of Bavaria.

Over the years, parts of the stone bridge were repeatedly da-
maged, or deliberately blown up: in the Thirty Years War, for 
example, to fend off the Swedes; or at the end of World War II 
when German troops blew up four arcs.

DANubE bREAKThRouGh NEAR KELhEIM
A very nice day trip near regensburg leads from Kelheim to the 
Weltenburg Monastery - either one way on foot or by boat. On 
the waterway you pass the so-called Danube Gorge, where the 
white limestone cliffs protrude into the sky to the left and right 
of the Danube. The Weltenburg Narrows (Weltenburger Enge) 
is the only nature reserve in Bavaria that has been awarded the 
European diploma and has been under the patronage of the 
Council of Europe since 1978.

The landmark of Kelheim is, of course, the Liberation Hall of 
King Ludwig I. From here you can hike through an old oak 
and beech forest towards Weltenburg Monastery, where a boat 
takes visitors over to the other side of the Danube. The Bene-
dictine abbey has the oldest monastery brewery in the world 
and is a popular excursion destination.

The Würzburg residence combines the results of the great 
occidental architectural trends of the 18th century - French 
palace architecture, Viennese baroque and Northern Italian 
palace and sacred architecture - into a total work of art of 
astonishing universality.

The Walhalla, a world-famous 
hall of fame in Donaustauf near 
regensburg built by the Bava-

rian King Ludwig I, is one of 
the highlights of the region that 

is well worth seeing.e - into a 
total work of art of astonishing 

universality.

The Danube breakthrough "Weltenburger Enge" is a unique natural spectacle and at 
the same time Bavaria's first national natural monument. Over a distance of around 
five kilometers, the river flows between the limestone rock walls, which rise up to 70 
meters: an impressive sight that is best enjoyed from a ship or boat.
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Comfortable, warm and cozy, this is 
how we imagine our home. Especially 
when the days get shorter and the 
leaves turn rusty red copper brown, 
we really want to cuddle up at home 
again. After a relaxed, easy summer 
freshness and many hours outdoors, 
the beginning of fall marks the time 
when our sofa becomes the focus of 
our family life. 

Feeling good is a sensual  
experience. 

The favorite scent in the nose, the vel
vety warm feeling of our cozy blanket 
at our fingertips, plus the embrace of 
our favorite persons and gentle candle
light. At that time, when feeling, smel
ling, tasting and living come together, 

our living room turns into a feelgood 
room. Real coziness is a matter of 
material. Pillows, blankets, socks or 
even a carpet; the highlight is the 
feeling on the skin. We immediately 
feel the wonderful moment of finally 
being at home. All of a sudden, fall is 
comfortably warm and heavenly soft. 
Wrapped in wool and a blanket, even 
drizzle is only half as bad. At the latest 
when wind, weather and fog have  
taken command, our living room is 
the center of family life. After a joint 
fall walk, the fireplace is heated up, 
tea is served while watching the 
candles flicker. Coziness is more than 
a word, coziness is the crackling of a 
candle wick, the smell of red berry tea 
and the taste of freshly baked cookies.

Huge selection for cozy family  
celebrations.

Whether having coffee together or big 
holidays like Thanksgiving: Spending 
time together and enjoying the mo
ment, that‘s all it takes during this 
dreary season to be happy together. 
The whole family comes together in 
the living room or at the dining table. 
At Möbelhof you will find everything 
you need for a perfectly set table and 
the preparation of your favorite dish 
for real moments of wellbeing. 

More than 100,000 items immedi
ately available.

Möbelhof offers your favorite furniture 
for take away. Countless articles 
await you in our full warehouses for 
immediate take away to beautify 
your home. Enjoy cozy times where 
you feel most comfortable: at home.

Möbelhof Parsberg
Lindlbergstraße 26  
92331 Parsberg

Mon.Fri.: 9.30 a.m.7.00 p.m.
Sat.: 9.00 a.m.6.00 p.m.

www.moebelhof.de

Now is the time for your feel good-home 
Möbelhof has everything you need for a comfortable home in store.



Parsberg
Ingolstadt

moebelhof.de

Large Selection  

for your feel good-

home full of atmosphere.

We accept the VAT form.

We deliver on post, directly to your front door.

English-speaking staff is available to you.  
Book your appointment at moebelhof.de/appointment

We offer complete furnishing solutions with just  
one contact person. 

Book your consultation  
appointment with one of  
our English-speaking  

experts now. 

Your advantages at Möbelhof

Living made for me.
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LAKE ChIEMSEE
Lake Chiemsee is the largest lake in Bavaria and offers a 

fantastic view of the Alpine panorama. Swimming, surfing 
and fishing are popular leisure activities around the "Bavarian 

Sea," as the lake is also called. The longest continuous sandy 
beach in southern Germany is located at Übersee, where a 
natural beach stretches over five kilometers.

Many visitors let the Chiemseeschifffahrt ships take them to 
one of the islands. On the Herreninsel, the Herrenchiemsee 
Palace beckons, with its magnificent gardens modeled on Ver-
sailles. In 1948, the Constitutional Convention, which was sup-
posed to work out the draft of the Basic Law, met in the nearby 
Old Castle. On the Fraueninsel, gourmets stock up on liqueurs 
and marzipan. Both are made by hand in the Frauenwörth mo-
nastery.

The Chiemsee cycle path is a must for cyclists because the 
circular tour offers a beautiful view. If you don't want to ride 
the entire loop, you can change to the buses of the Chiemsee 
ring line, which circle the lake with bicycle trailers. However, 
many visitors also use the stops on the ringbahn to test the 
numerous beer gardens around Lake Chiemsee.

NEuSChwANSTEIN CASTLE
If there is one Bavarian sight that is known all over the world, 
it is Neuschwanstein Castle. Thanks to Disney. The fairy tale 
castle of the fairy tale king was a model for buildings on dif-
ferent continents, was a film set, puzzle, poster, pullover and 
stamp motif, and even Andy Warhol was inspired by it. If you 
make your way to the castle in the Allgäu region, you will share 
your time there with many tourists. Around 1.4 million people 
visit the castle every year - so many that the furniture and fa-
brics suffer.

King Ludwig II would probably never have dreamed of this 
onslaught. He was considered shy of people and built Neu-
schwanstein as a place of retreat. There he took refuge in the 

poetically idealized world of the Middle Ages, with swan motifs, 
with a throne room and with picture cycles that were inspired 
by richard Wagner's operas. The contrast between the fairytale 
setting and the modern equipment is exciting: the castle, built 
in 1896, had central heating, running water on all floors, auto-
matic toilet flushing, an elevator, telephone connections and its 
own electrical call system.

The popularity of Neuschwanstein is likely to come mainly from 
its location. It looks like a toy castle that giant hands have set 
down in the mountain landscape. This can be admired particu-
larly well from the Marienbrücke - but only if you do not suffer 
from giddiness. The castle is located above Hohenschwangau 
near Füssen and can be reached by car via the A-7 and B-17. 
Trains go to Füssen, from there you go by bus towards the 
castle. The last few meters are on foot, with the shuttle bus, or 
with the horse-drawn carriage.

KoENIGSSEE
It is possible to get a little fjord feeling in Bavaria: at the Kö-
nigssee. It is actually wedged in by steep mountain walls in 
Germany's only Alpine National Park. Anyone who calls out 
loudly at the level of the St. Bartholomä peninsula with the ba-
roque pilgrimage church and its red onion domes hears an 
echo. At the southern end of the eight-kilometer-long Königs-
see, day-trippers on the Obersee (this can be seen here in the 
picture) can go as far as the valley ends, and there are also 
alpine pastures here.

The 2,713 meter high Watzmann, whose east face is notorious, 
also exerts a special fascination on visitors to the Berchtesga-
dener Land. Many hikers have already found themselves in dis-
tress on the Watzmann, the mountain is considered capricious, 
and a sudden onset of weather can quickly become dangerous 
if you attempt to cross the Watzmann.

There are plenty of places to stop for refreshments after the ex-
cursion in Königssee. We recommend the Echostüberl with its 

fish and game dishes, which is a little 
off the beaten track at the foot of the 
bobsleigh run.

zuGSPITzE
Sure, Germany's highest mountain 
should not be missing from a list of Ba-
varian sights. When the weather is nice, 
visitors have a view of Italy in the south 
and far beyond Munich in the north - 
and can toboggan on the glacier even 
in summer. From the mountain station 
to the summit cross you have to walk 
a few meters over rocks, which tourists 
shouldn't underestimate, as well as the 
fact that it can be really cold and windy 
even in summer at an altitude of 2,962 
meters.

From the German side, visitors (at least 
those who do not want to climb the 
more than 2,000 meters above Höllen-
tal, reintal 

There is no way. The mighty rocks of the berchtesgaden Alps fall almost perpendicularly 
to the shore of the Königsee, which is 192 meters at its deepest point. If you want to 
discover the impressive natural scenery around bavaria's most famous mountain lake, 
you have to take the boat - and you will hear the echo.
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Much of the region around Grafenwoehr has beautiful rolling 
hills, making way to quaint villages, vast agricultural fields and 
dense forests.

Just northeast of the Grafenwoehr Training Area, however, is 
the extinct volcano of Parkstein, jutting out of the landscape 
and standing out among the smaller hills.

Parkstein sits close to a geological fault line, along with other 
now-extinct volcanos, such as Waldeck and rauher Kulm.

While lava and steam do not come out of these volcanoes as 
they did around 20 million years ago, the slabs of rock deep in 
the earth underneath continue to move at a slow pace, causing 
miniscule tremors. While these tremors may be too small to 
feel, richter scales can detect them at the lowest levels.

Exploring around Parkstein yields a unique history, one worth 
visiting and learning more about.

Starting at the Basalt Wall, see how different rocks in various 
geometric shapes form after a volcanic eruption. Follow the trail 
to the church at the top of Parkstein for a beautiful panoramic 
view of the region, and see the replicated remains of what was 
once a castle atop this hill.

After enjoying time outside, head over to the Parkstein Volca-
no Museum to learn more about volcanology and the town’s 
cultural history. Every hour there is a volcano simulation, with 
rumbling floors, steam and a richter scale to see how gases in 
the air change as an eruption nears. Beware, this could be a 

little frightening for younger children as the simulation is quite 
intense. Entrance into the museum is 4 euro for adults and  
11 euro for families.

The town of Parkstein 
has tours in both 
English and Ger-
man, by appointment 
through the Parkstein 
Volcano Museum.

Don’t miss the op-
portunity to explore 
this iconic Bavarian 
village!

For more cool ad-
ventures and hikes 
in the local area, join 
U.S. Army Garrison 
Bavaria’s Environ-
mental Division for 
their monthly hike. 
Info announced on 
their Facebook page.

        Parkstein’s natural  
history draws visitors to learn  
about volcanoes, geology

| by Christa Rolls, USAG Bavaria Environmental Division

The Basalt Wall 
in Parkstein, Germany.

Aerial view of the city of Parkstein, Germany.
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(djd). Leave the stress behind and take off the pressure of 
everyday life: Many people do this best when hiking. Exten-
sive mountain and lake landscapes such as those in the Lake 
Chiemsee-Alpenland region are very popular with those loo-
king for relaxation, and especially in late summer and fall, the 
picture-perfect pre-alpine landscape in southeastern Bavaria 
shows its particularly relaxed and colorful side. Between gentle 
hills there are pretty places, around 30 lakes and species-rich 
moorlands, but also wild rivers and spectacular gorges. The re-
gion between Mangfalltal, Wasserburg am Inn, Lake Chiemsee 
and the alpine mountain range to the south, its diverse nature 
and the typical Upper Bavarian way of life can be discovered 
on quiet and at the same time exciting (themed) trails.

NATuRAL MoNuMENTS AND CuLTuRAL GEMS
On one of the two stages of the Schiffleutwanderweg (Schiff-
leut hiking trail) around Neubänen, hikers come through the 

rock fall in the Wolfsschlucht and past a "well-
traveled" boulder to craggy rock faces that are 

covered with circular 
patterns. The man-ma-
de millstone quarry in 
Hinterhör is one of the 

most beautiful geo-
topes in Bavaria. 
Those who are not 
only interested in 

the great natural mo-
vie setting, but also in 

cultural gems, can go 
“in Leibl's Footsteps.” 
The approximately se-
ven kilometer long ple-

asure hike starts in 

Bad Aibling and 
leads to Ber-
bling, where 
a copy of the 
famous pain-
ting “Three 
Women in the 
Church” by 
Wilhelm Leibl 
can be seen 
in the parish 
church Hei-
lig Kreuz. At 
www.chiemsee-alpenland.de/wandern, 
interested parties can download a tour planner with more than 
400 suggestions, a free tour app and a hiking brochure with 54 
tours and helpful information on mountain railways and hiking-
friendly hosts.

Two-LAKE VIEw ThE GENTLE wAy
Especially in the clear fall air, wide views are possible in the 
Lake Chiemsee-Alpenland region - and not only on summit 
tours in the Mangfall Mountains or in the Chiemgau Alps, but 
also from the numerous vantage points in the region. The rat-
zinger Höhe, for example, can be reached by young and old 
hikers via an informative and varied adventure trail. It begins 
at the rimstingen church and ends at the 20 meter high ob-
servation tower. From up there you can enjoy a 360-degree 
panorama of the rosenheimer Land and Lake Simssee, across 
Lake Chiemsee with its islands, including the royal castle, to 
the Alpine mountain range. The northern loop of the fruit and 
culture trail also leads around the ratzinger Höhe, where chur-
ches, chapels and field crosses tell of the rural way of life and 
traditional customs.

Hiking in tHe fall in  
a natural movie setting

On trails with a view in the lake 
Chiemsee-alpenland regiOn
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From the observation tower on ratzinger Höhe you can 
enjoy wide views of the Lake Chiemsee Alpine region.
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Mountains, lakes and species-rich moorland define the diverse face of the Lake Chiemsee Alpine region.
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As program items in between, a finger-wrestling compe-
tition and beer mug lifting can create a good atmosphere, 
and either brass band or party music comes out of the boxes. 
And when the host greets his guests with a cheerful “Schee, 
dass do seids!” And taps the draft beer, nothing stands in the 
way of a true beer garden feeling at home.

(djd). The Oktoberfest 
in Munich will not take 

place in 2021 either, 
so let’s bring the "Wiesn" 
home. Here’s what is essen-
tial for a hearty Bavarian beer 
garden break in your own 

garden:

hoME-STyLE, 
SPICy, hEARTy
If you want to celebra-

te in true Bavarian style 
at home, you first have make 

sure you have enough seating, eit-
her consisting of beer tent sets or several indi-

vidual tables with chairs. Then you can decorate: The Bavarian 
blue and white checked pattern brings freshness and comfort 
to seat cushions, tablecloths and pennant garlands. food con-
sists of a decent Brotzeit (Bavarian snack). It includes sausa-
ge, radishes, onions, horseradish, pretzels or “Brezn”, as it is 
called in Bavaria, and a spicy caraway bread, served in proper 
style on coarse wooden cutting boards.

White sausages are also a must, as is the typical Bavarian 
Obazda. This is a spread made from mildly ripened camembert 
mixed with cream, butter and spices. Obazda is protected by 
the EU as a real Bavarian cultural asset. It may only be made 
in Bavaria according to traditional recipes, of course without 
preservatives. If you as a host would also like to score with an 
extraordinary highlight, you can personalize your Obazda with 
a greeting to the guests.

DIRNDL IS ALLowED
The right clothes are also part of a typical 
Bavarian beer garden festival: women 
are welcome to wear dirndls, lea-
ther pants are popular for men. 

this is how the

coMes hoMe
hearty food and real  

bavarian accessories for 
yoUr own beer Garden fUn
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Typically Bavarian - snack 
with Obazda, pretzels, 
sausage and cheese.

www.tiergarten.nuernberg.de

Stop
by!
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(djd). From the North Sea to the Alps, Germany shines with a 
multitude of remarkable natural places. But the well-known travel 
destinations are just as beautiful as they are popular, and so it 
can get crowded during vacation time. So how about picking a 
destination for your next vacation that can still be considered an 
insider tip? In the Steinwald Nature Park in the Fichtelgebirge 
mountains, for example, the original landscape can be experi-
enced with individual freedom.

hoME of Shy RESIDENTS
The second smallest nature park in Bavaria is often left behind 
on the way south. Its 900 meter high granite ridge stands out as 
a striking landscape of the northern Oberpfalz region. The rock 
is characteristic of the region and its impressive rock formations 
include the robber rock, which is popular with hobby climbers, 
or the Saubadfelsen, whose sea of granite blocks slowly moves 
down into the valley as a "stone glacier." In addition, basalt knolls, 
fish ponds and extensive forests characterize the wild and ro-
mantic landscape. Two thirds of the nature park area is desig-
nated as a landscape protection area, in which rare animal and 
plant species such as black stork, freshwater pearl mussel, gar-
den dormouse, osprey and arnica feel at home. For a few years 
now, even the lynx has returned to make his home here again.

ThRouGh ThE GRAND CANyoN 
of ThE obERPfALz REGIoN
The original region invites nature lovers to actively experience it. 
If you are visiting for the first time, you can plan your visit along 
the top 10 sights, which are described at www.steinwald-urlaub.
de. Many hiking trails lead past the Weißenstein castle ruins and 
the 33 meter high Oberpfalz Tower. Both are considered land-
marks of the Steinwald forest and offer breathtaking views over 
the largest contiguous forest area in Central Europe. In the Kem-
nather Land region, the ascent to the Waldeck castle ruins, which 
is one of the oldest castles in the Oberpfalz region and sits en-
throned on a basalt cone around 640 meters high, is worthwhile. 
Another highlight is the twelve kilometer long "Grand Canyon of 
the Oberpfalz" between Falkenberg and Windischeschenbach, 
where the Waldnaab river has created a spectacular nature re-
serve that can be explored on foot or by bike. The river valley is 
lined with extraordinary flora and fauna and up to 50 meter-high 
granite rocks on the edge of the path and in the river bed. Well-
trained touring cyclists or e-bikers can use the Steinwald cycle 
path, which runs for 63 kilometers around the nature park. The 
almost completely paved path leads with a few inclines through 
pond landscapes, forests and meadows, grazing small villages, 
old mills and idyllic farms.

The little one with the 

GrANITE rOCKS, FOrESTS 
AND WATEr CHArACTErIZE 
THE WILD AND rOMANTIC 
STEINWALD NATUrE PArK

big attractions
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The Weißenstein castle ruin is a spectacular 
rock castle and was one of the most impor-
tant castles in Eastern Bavaria.

From the Oberpfalz Tower at 
a height of 33 meters, a wide 
view opens up over the lar-
gest contiguous forest area 
in Central Europe.

The steep granite rocks 
of Steinwald forest are 
popular with climbers.
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How to prepare fish on a stick yourself
with a special grill attachment, fish on a stick can 
easily be prepared at home. The rods with the skew-
ered fish are then simply pushed into the openings 
provided in the grill attachment.

but even those who do not have a grill attachment 
can prepare the delicious grilled fish. Strictly speak-
ing, neither an attachment nor a grill is required. A 
few good tips for making fish on a stick are:

•	 on a heat-resistant base, such as the sand or 
gravel floor in the backyard, two elongated piles 
of about 50 centimeters in height and one meter 
in length are built from moist sand at a distance of 
30 centimeters.

•	 Charcoal is poured between the piles of sand and 
the stick fish are inserted into the piles of salt at 
an angle so that they hang over the embers.

•	 Tip one: Put the fish staggered in both piles of 
sand because they should not touch.

•	 Tip two: do not insert the fish too horizontally, oth-
erwise they are too heavy and fall on the embers.

•	 Tip three: brush the fish with marinade every now 
and then while grilling to make it even crispier.

Stick fish marinade
The marinade for fish on a stick must be very spicy 
because that is what is special about the bavarian 
grilled fish:

•	 for the marinade, 300 milliliters of sunflower oil 
are mixed with the juice of one lemon.

•	 Pluck the leaves from half a bunch of rosemary, 
thyme, oregano and parsley and add it to the lem-
on oil.

•	 A dried chili pepper is pitted and cut into small 
pieces and placed on top of the remaining herbs 
together with 10 grams of fennel seeds.

•	 Everything is mixed well and seasoned with salt 
and pepper to taste.

The fish must be rubbed with the marinade inside and 
out. Then put them in a shallow bowl, pour the re-
maining marinade over them and cover them in the 
refrigerator for about 10 hours.

St i c k  f i s h
 g r i l l e d  f i s h  o n  a  st i c k

a Bavarian potato salad goes 
very well with Bavarian fish on 
a stick. You can find the recipe 
for this in issue 01/2021 on 
page 48.

Preparation time: about 40 minutes
Marinating time: 10 to 12 hours

INGREDIENTS foR 4 PERSoNS: 
• 4 fish (mackerel, herrings, trout or various types of white fish)
• flour for dusting 
• ½ bunch each of thyme, rosemary, oregano, and parsley
• 300 – 400 ml sunflower oil
• 1–2 lemons
• 10 g fennel seeds
• 1 chili pepper (dried)
• salt and pepper

PREPARATIoN of oRIGINAL bAVARIAN fISh oN A STICK:
Clean, sour and salt the fish. Then rub inside and out with the 
marinade that has been prepared as described above. Place 
the fish in a large bowl and pour the marinade over it. Close the 
bowl well with saran wrap and place it in the refrigerator for 12 
hours (preferably overnight or in the morning if you are grilling 
in the evening).

Take the fish out of the refrigerator about 15 minutes before gril-
ling and place them on the prepared sticks. Then the rods are 
drilled into the prepared piles of sand and tapped in place. The 
fish should not be placed directly above the embers. Make sure 
to keep them at a distance of 20 centimeters.

Keep brushing the fish with the marinade while grilling and turn 
the stick every now and then. When the skin is nice and crispy, 
the fish on the stick is ready. This should take about 20 to 30 
minutes.
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CAFÉ-CENTER 

10m 50y (Hausanstrich)

20c 50m 100y 20k (Welle)

HKS 76 (Hausfarbe)

5c 5m 15y (Hintergrundfarbe)

Schriftfamilie: Universe

„Genieße die kleinen Dinge im Leben“

Inh. WITRON GmbH
Postgasse 1 
92637 Weiden/OPf
Tel.: 0961 – 43 555
cafecenter@witron.de

www.cafe-center.de/citycafe
www.cafe-center.de/wienercafe
www.cafe-center.de/cafemilano

Postgasse 1 | 92637 Weiden
Phone: 0961 | 43 555
cafecenter@witron.de

OPENING HOURS:
Monday–Saturday: 

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday: 1 to 6 p.m.

HERE, YOUR 

CAKE DREAMS 
COME TRUE! WE CREATE 
CUSTOM-MADE CAKES!

cafecenter@witron.de

OPENING HOURS:
Monday–Saturday: 

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
COME TRUE! WE CREATE 
CUSTOM-MADE CAKES!
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Sea fiSh  
is a delicacy
(djd). Sea fish is rich in high-quality proteins, health-promoting 
fatty acids, vitamins and minerals. Nutritionists therefore re-
commend eating one or two servings of fish every week. Fish 
fingers and other breaded varieties should remain the excep-
tion, however, because the breading absorbs a lot of fat and 
often contains more calories than the fish itself. Anyone who 
wants to bring sea fish to the table on a regular basis will look 
forward to creative recipes such as those available at www. 
youkon.com. Above all, uncomplicated oven dishes are easy to 
integrate into the often hectic everyday life. Various root vege-
tables, for example, are quickly peeled and placed on the tray, 
where they can cook gently. The tender meat of grilled cod 
goes well with the hearty aroma of baked carrots or parsnips. 
Good to know: The Yukon cod lives free in the cold waters off 
the west coast of Alaska and is subject to sustainable fisheries 
management.

Grilled alaska cod 
on oven-baked root 
veGetables 
preparation time: 60 min

INGREDIENTS (foR 2 PEoPLE): 
• 400g of different root vegetables of your choice 

(e.g. carrots, parsnips, parsley roots)
• 20 ml of olive oil
• 15 g maple syrup, alternatively honey or agave 

syrup
• Salt
• 1/2 lemon, untreated
• half a bunch of thyme
• 2 fillets of Yukon Alaska cod à 125 g
• 20 ml of olive oil
• black pepper, freshly ground
• 20 g fresh horseradish

PREPARATIoN: 
1. Preheat the oven to 200° C (175° C convection 
oven) and cover a tray with baking paper. Peel the 
vegetables and cut in half or quarter lengthways, then 
spread on the tray. Drizzle with 20 ml olive oil and 
maple syrup, season with salt and bake in the oven for 
a total of 35 minutes.

2. Wash the lemon with hot water, dry it and grate the 
peel finely. Pluck thyme from the stalks and cut. rinse 
the cod fillets with cold water, dry them carefully and 
mix together the lemon peel, thyme and olive oil, brush 
the fish fillets with it and leave to stand for 15 minutes. 
To serve, grill the fish in a grill pan for 2-3 minutes on 
both sides, then season with salt and pepper.

3. Peel and finely peel the horseradish, arrange on top 
of the vegetables with the cod and serve.
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Quick to prepare: grilled cod and 
root vegetables from the oven.
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Discover the exciting world 
of German wines with us
This year we will once again go 
on a great discovery tour with the 
German Wine Institute in the 
course of the  „WineDiscoverer-
Weeks!” And that right here with 
us – in Weiden in the Oberpfalz!

Rediscover our Oberpfalz 
region!
Experience and taste the di� er-
ences of the various regions. How 
does wine taste from the past 
taste today? Get  entertaining 
background information about 
viticulture, the regions, as well 
as stories related to wine.

Sept. 25, 2021 - Wine Walk -
Historical hiking wine tasting
in the Oberpfalz region
Our wine hike begins in the heart of the old 
town of Weiden. From there we embark on a 
culinary hiking route. You will be introduced 
to typical  specialties from the Oberpfalz 
region and German wines at 
di� erent stations. You 
can also taste wines 
from our nearby 
wine-growing 
area Bach on the  
Danube and our 
twin town Weiden 
am See. 

Become a wine 
discoverer!
September 10-26, 2021

www.shop-delicado-weinhandel.de

Postgasse 2 | 92637 Weiden | Phone: 0961 40194195

More information at: 
www.delicado-weinhandel.dewww.weinentdecker-werden.de TAX FREE

Registration required.
Starts at 2 p.m.

Cost 35 €, free giveaway
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Recipe idea 1: 

brUschetta-style  
chicken breast 
ingredients (for 4 people): 
4 chicken breast fillets (200 g each), 70 ml balsamic 
vinegar, 1 tbsp. Dijon mustard, 170 ml olive oil, salt and 
pepper, 500 g beef tomatoes, 1 clove of garlic, 3 sprigs 
of marjoram, 1/4 bunch of basil

preparation:
Whisk vinegar, mustard and 160 ml olive oil, season with salt 
and pepper. Cut the smooth side of the chicken breast fillets 
three to four times about 5 mm deep and at an angle and 
marinate with the balsamic vinaigrette. For the topping, finely 
chop the tomatoes, garlic and herbs, mix with the remaining 
oil and a little salt and pepper. Grill the marinated chicken 
fillets on direct heat (approx. 200 degrees) with the lid closed 
for 4 to 6 minutes, turn and grill for another 4 to 6 minutes. 
Arrange the chicken breast fillets on plates, spread the toma-
to and herb mixture on top. Toasted bread goes well with it.

Recipe idea 2: 

tUrkey breast with pineapple 
and paprika salsa 
ingredients (for 4 people): 
800 g turkey breast fillet, 200 ml teriyaki sauce, 250 g 
pineapple, 1 red pepper, 1 red onion, 1 green jalapeño 
chili pepper, 3–4 sprigs of coriander, juice of a lime, salt 
and pepper, 2 bunches green asparagus, 2 tbsp. olive oil

preparation:
Cut the turkey breast into 8 slices, pour the teriyaki sauce 
over it and marinate for 30 minutes. For the salsa, dice the 
pineapple, paprika and onion. Finely chop the chili and co-
riander. Mix everything with lime juice and salt and pepper. 
Peel the lower part of the asparagus. Drizzle the sticks with 
oil, lightly season with salt and pepper and grill over a di-
rect medium heat (approx. 200 degrees Celsius) with the lid 
closed for approx. 6 to 10 minutes. Grill the marinated fillet 
slices with the lid closed for approx. 4 to 6 minutes, turn and 
grill for another 4 to 6 minutes. Spread the salsa over the 
turkey and asparagus and enjoy.

Grilling pleasure with poultry 
deliCiouS BBq reCiPe ideaS with 
ChiCken, turkeY and duCk
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www.braeuwirt.de
Gasthausbrauerei BräuWirt · Unterer Markt 9 · 92637 Weiden/OPf. · Phone: 0961 481330

BräuWirt Restaurant and Brewery in Weiden‘s Old Town!
Traditional dishes and typical Bavarian specialties served fresh
from the kitchen. The brewery offers high-quality, home-made

Zoigl beers, brewed following the Bavarian purity requirements.
Visit us at the BräuWirt!

seit 1993 in Weiden/OPf.
Gast · Unterer

Tradit
frfromom

Zoigl be

seit 19
sthausbrauerei BräuWiäuWiäu rt

(djd). Tender chicken, turkey or duck fillets, crispy chicken wings, aromatic chicken and 
turkey legs or a whole chicken: poultry meat stands for varied BBQ enjoyment. Delicious 
marinades provide variety. Oil, ketchup, lemon juice or yoghurt, coconut and buttermilk as 
well as teriyaki or soy sauce are suitable as a base. This can be mixed with spices, fresh 
herbs, mustard, garlic, honey, maple syrup, chili, ginger or fruit jelly and jam. Cover the poul-
try with the marinade and let it soak for at least 30 minutes. Drain the marinade and cook 
the poultry on the grill as usual. The "Ds" on the packaging of poultry meat stand for strictly 
controlled production in Germany according to high standards for animal, environmental and 
consumer protection.



The Lell car dealership has been an au-
thorized BMW dealer since 1982. At the 
time the youngest au thorized BMW de-
aler, J.B. Lell founded his business as 
a small company, run by its proprietor.

Over the past 30 years, it quickly beca-
me an established point of contact in 
the northern Oberpfalz region. Today, 
there are Lell deal erships in six loca-
tions with more than 200 employees, 
four of them are BMW dealerships in 
the Ober pfalz and Upper Franconia 
re  gions. BMW and Mini dealerships 
are located in Schwandorf, Wun siedel, 
Kümmersbruck and Wei den. 

Just recently, the company was reco-
gnized for its excellent BMW repair 
services. All service pro  cesses were 
evaluated ranging from making an ap-
pointment, pro viding customer service 
to repair services. The Lell team achie-
ved the amazing score of 99 percent. 

Customer service and customer wis-
hes are the number one priori ty at 
all Lell car dealerships. Lell‘s unique 
promise to the customer is to be ful-
ly committed to serving its customers 
while constantly optimizing its services. 
Lell car dealer ships stand out because 
of their excellent service, customer-

orient ed consulting, professionalism, 
dependability and customer trust. Our 
highly qualifi ed employees al ways 
use the latest diagnostic and repair 
techniques for the mainte nance and 
repair of your vehicle. Whether it is 
Smart Repair, rim re pair or a complete 
make-over of your car to include tinting 
the win dows: Lell‘s service team pro-
vides fair service combined with high 
expertise. lf your car has to be in the 
shop for a longer period of time, Lell 
offers you several solu tions to keep you 
mobile. You can either use the service 
of getting a replacement vehicle, also 
avail able with an automatic transmis 

sion, until your car is ready, or, if it‘s 
just a short repair, you wait at the car 
dealership while enjoying a coffee and 
free Wi-Fi access. 

Getting car service or buying parts wi-
thout having to pay taxes is es pecially 
attractive for customers since Lell ac-
cepts VAT forms. Ad ditionally, you may 
pay with your credit card for your ser-
vices di rectly at the car dealership.

BMW M5
Mileage: 10.6l/100 km (combined)
CO2-emissions: 242 g/km (combined)

Maximum service and optimal safety
Lell car dealership offers dependable service for your BMW in the Oberpfalz region

Autohaus
J. B. LELL

www.lell-bmw.de
  The Ultimate 

Driving Machine®

LELĹS 
SERVICE.SERVICE.
FAIR. RELIABLE. FAST.

THIS SERVICE KEEPS YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Zur Centralwerkstätte 5, 92637 Weiden
Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Vilstalstr. 25-29, 92245 Kümmersbruck

In the Autohaus Lell car dealership our employees always provide you with relia-
ble service and top level professionalism so that you can enjoy unlimited driving  
pleasure. Our qualified English-speaking service consultants Mr Scheibe and Mr Pyka 
are available to help you at our dealerships in both Weiden and Kümmersbruck. 

▪  Good, fair service
▪  Competent consultants
▪  Service replacement vehicle with 
       automatic transmission
▪  Vehicle preparation /
       full preparation
▪  Window tinting
▪ Smart Repair 

▪  Rim repair
▪  Accident maintenance
▪  Top terms
▪ Purchase without tax through
       the “VAT form”
▪ BMW and MINI Service
▪ Payment by credit card
▪  W-LAN for our customers

WHAT THE LELL SERVICE PACKAGE INCLUDES FOR YOU.

Alexander Pyka
BMW service consultant 
Kümmersbruck dealership
+49 (0)9621/7710-11
alexander.pyka@lell-bmw.de

YOUR BMW AND MINI SERVICE CONTACT FROM LELL.

Mathias Scheibe
BMW service consultant 
Weiden dealership
+49 (0)961/3003-70
mathias.scheibe@lell-bmw.de

www.lell-bmw.de



ATTORNEY AT LAW

CRIMINAL LAW IMMIGRATION LAW
DUI

prescription narcotics and
drug related prosecution

violence criminal law

permanent German
residence

post service retirement
in Germany

family reunion

Attorney at Law
Malergasse 15
93047 Regensburg
Cell: +49 (0) 941 28095684
Fax: +49 (0) 941 28095685
info@ra-pruy.de
www.ra-pruy.de

U.S. A
RMY SPECIAL

GET YOUR CONSULTATION RIGHT AWAY!

Philipp Pruy
Attorney at Law
State certificated Lawyer
for immigration and
criminal defence

Ray. N. Dinauer
Embassy Liaison
Legal Operations Manager


